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ABSTRACT 
 
      A new methodology for modeling hybrid pressure swing adsorption 
(PSA)-distillation processes has been developed. Two hybrid systems were simulated as 
examples. One is for ethanol dehydration, and the other is for propane/propylene 
separation. Firstly, a distillation process simulator such as Chemsep was used to simulate 
the distillation process of the hybrid system, in which the PSA unit was treated as a 
“black box” with an assumed process performance. In this way, a hybrid PSA-distillation 
process can be analyzed simply by performing mass balances around these units and 
running Chemsep to determine the possibility of energy saving compared to a reference 
(commercial) process. Once an energy saving hybrid “black box” PSA-distillation 
process was found, a rigorous PSA process simulator was used to simulate a “actual” 
PSA process by designing the operating conditions, cycle scheduling, etc. Then the 
distillation process was simulated again with the “actual” PSA performance to calculate 
the distillation operating cost, followed by calculating the total operating cost of the 
whole hybrid process. According to the results in this dissertation, significant cost saving 
could be achieved compared with the traditional processes.  
      The commercial hybrid PSA-distillation uses a simple 2-bed 4-step PSA cycle. It 
vii 
 
is surmised that the PSA performance can be improved by designing a more complicated 
PSA cycle with more beds and steps. In this work, four different PSA cycles were 
designed and simulated using the dynamic adsorption process simulator (DAPS). The 
performances of these cycles were put back into the hybrid system to calculate all the 
costs and compare the results with the 2-bed 4-step commercial hybrid PSA-distillation 
process. The total operating could be reduced significantly and the distillation capacity 
could also be increased.  
      For propane/propylene separation, more energy efficient configurations were 
designed to compete with the traditional simple distillation process which is a large 
energy consumer. A hypothetical adsorbent was conceived that has all the desirable and 
none of the undesirable properties of the commercial adsorbents already tested for this 
separation. Several PSA cycles configurations that utilize this hypothetical adsorbent 
under different operating conditions have been investigated via simulation. The results 
show that a hybrid PSA-distillation process is able to achieve significant energy saving 
compared to the traditional distillation process.
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CHAPTER 1: METHODOLOGY FOR MODELING HYBRID PSA-DISTILLATION 
PROCESSES WITH ETHANOL DEHYDRATION AS AN EXAMPLE  
 
1.1 Summary 
      A new methodology for modeling hybrid pressure swing adsorption 
(PSA)-distillation processes has been developed. This new approach involves two parts. 
Part I determines if energy savings are possible. It can be done easily with sufficient 
knowledge of distillation process design, but with only minimal knowledge of PSA 
process design. Part I is carried out using a distillation process simulator like Chemsep
TM
 
to model a distillation column connected to a PSA unit that is treated as a “black box” 
with an assumed process performance. In this way, a hybrid PSA-distillation process can 
be analyzed simply by performing mass balances around these units and running 
Chemsep
TM
 to determine if energy savings are possible compared to a reference 
(commercial) process. Once an energy savings hybrid “black box” PSA-distillation 
process is found in Part I, Part II determines if an “actual” PSA process exists that mimics 
its performance. Part II is carried out using a rigorous PSA process simulator like Adsim 
from AspenTech; thus, it requires significant knowledge of PSA process design. The 
outcome of Part II is a hybrid PSA-distillation process that has the potential to be more 
energy efficient than the reference process. This new approach was successfully 
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demonstrated using the commercial hybrid PSA-distillation process developed for fuel 
grade ethanol production as the reference case. This two-part analysis found several, 
more energy efficient designs than the reference case. All of them with proportionately 
reduced internal vapor and liquid flows in the distillation column, a direct effect of 
reducing condenser or reboiler duty. These results illustrated that the new methodology 
should be very useful for quickly accessing the utility of hybrid PSA-distillation 
processes for a variety of other applications, with many possibilities for achieving 
significant energy savings and/or throughput debottlenecking. 
1.2 Introduction 
The refining industry, both petroleum and chemical, is one of the largest 
consumers of energy in the United States.
1-3
 It utilizes approximately 35% of the total 
energy used in manufacturing, with 60% of it in separations, almost entirely in distillation 
processes. To date there are about 40,000 distillation columns operating in over 200 
processes.
4
 In other words, a considerable fraction of the refining products, around 10%, 
are currently being burned to keep refineries moving (distillation columns operating), 
while producing enormous amounts of carbon dioxide. In fact, as far back as 20 years ago 
Humphrey et al.
5
 reported that 2.4 quads (2,400 trillion Btu/yr) of energy were being 
consumed by distillation in the United States and it was growing. To make matters worse, 
the replacement of existing distillation columns with new technologies is not going to 
happen any time soon, because distillation is a simple and proven technology. So, it 
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appears that the only way to substantially reduce the current use of energy by distillation 
in the refining industry is through the use of hybrid separation processes. 
Humphrey et al.
5
 further stated that a distillation-adsorption hybrid system could 
save 16% of the energy consumed per installation, which corresponded to the United 
States saving 0.06 quads of energy per year (60 trillion Btu/yr) after 15 years. This energy 
savings also averts 5 to 10 trillion tons/yr of CO2 when the reboiler and condenser duties 
come from steam produced from coal fired power plants. That was over 20 years ago. 
More recently the same relative numbers (but of course larger) were reported by 
Robinson and Jubin
6
 in 2005, with hybrid separation systems again mentioned as a way 
to save tremendous amounts of energy. 
      If the implementation of hybrid processes can save so much energy, especially 
distillation-adsorption hybrid schemes, what has delayed there widespread 
implementation throughout the chemical and petrochemical industries? The answer to 
this question is simple but surprising. A major problem with the implementation of hybrid 
separation schemes is the paucity of information available for the design and 
development of integrated unit operations. This point was made very clearly by numerous 
separations engineers from the leading chemical and petrochemical companies at a 2005 
U.S. Department of Energy workshop.
7
 
Therefore, the objective of this work is to introduce a new, relatively simple, two 
part approach for modeling hybrid pressure swing adsorption (PSA)-distillation processes. 
4 
 
The first part utilizes readily available distillation process design software, like 
Chemsep
TM
, to model a distillation column connected to a PSA unit that is treated as a 
“black box” with an assumed process performance. This part determines if energy 
savings are possible compared to a reference (commercial) process for different “black 
box” PSA process performances. If a hybrid PSA-distillation process is found in Part I 
that saves energy, Part II utilizes a rigorous PSA process simulator, like Adsim 
(AspenTech), to determine if an “actual” PSA process exists that mimics the performance 
of the best “black box” PSA process. This new approach is illustrated with the reference 
case based on the commercial hybrid PSA-distillation process developed for fuel grade 
ethanol production.
8
 
1.3 Hybrid Process Concept 
A hybrid process consists of two or more unit operations such as adsorption, 
membrane or distillation integrated in such a way that the performance of the process is 
better than either of its unit operations operating independently. Although the term 
“hybrid” has been widely used, it has not always been used properly. Sometimes it has 
been applied to processes that merely constitute a simple sequence of unit operations.
9-11
 
The difference between a hybrid process and a simple sequence of unit operations is 
illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
In a simple sequence of unit operations, the performance of a unit operation 
located upstream is not influenced by the performance of a unit operation located 
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Figure 1.1 Depictions of a) a sequence of separations units, where the performance of B 
does not affect the performance of A (not a hybrid process); b) a sequence of separations 
units, where the performance of B does affect the performance of A (a hybrid process); c) 
the separations units, A and B, residing in the same vessel (a hybrid process). 
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downstream, as depicted in Figure 1.1a. In contrast, for a hybrid process the performance 
of any unit operation in the process is affected by the performance of any other unit 
operation in the process, as depicted in Figures 1.1b and 1.1c. In addition, a hybrid 
process may have its individual unit operations operating in separate units (Figure 1.1b) 
or in one unit (Figure 1.1c). 
The hybrid process concept is not new and practically all combinations of 
distillation, membrane and adsorption hybrid processes can be found in the literature: 
distillation-membrane systems in multiple units,
10-24
 with pervaporation
12-19
 being the 
most well-known and already commercial; distillation-membrane systems in single units 
or membrane distillation;
25,26
 distillation-adsorption systems (typically PSA) in multiple 
units,
27-37
 with the separation of ethanol from water being commercial and popular in the 
corn industry;
27-30
 distillation-adsorption systems (typically PSA) in a single unit or 
adsorptive distillation;
37-39
 membrane-adsorption systems in multiple units;
40-42
 and 
membrane-adsorption systems in a single unit, e.g., pressure swing permeation.
43,44
 
1.4 Hybrid PSA-Distillation Process Configurations 
Figure 1.2 shows a few examples of hybrid PSA-distillation process configurations 
with the PSA unit being fed with still end streams, depending on whether the feed is 
supplied to the still (Figure 1.2a to 1.2d) or the PSA unit (Figure 1.2e and 1.2f). For the 
case where the feed is supplied to the still, the hybrid processes vary depending on whether 
the PSA unit is located on the light product (Figure 1.2a and 1.2b) or heavy product (Figure 
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Figure 1.2 Different hybrid PSA-distillation configurations with the PSA unit fed with 
still end streams, depending on whether the feed is supplied to the still (a, b, c and d) or 
the PSA unit (e and f). F: feed; L: light product, H: heavy product; solid circles: 
condenser; open circles: reboiler. 
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1.2c and 1.2d) end of the still, or whether one of the PSA products is returned back to either 
the rectification (Figure 1.2a and 1.2d) or stripping (Figure 1.2b and 1.2c) section of the 
still. For the case where the feed is supplied to the PSA unit, the hybrid processes vary 
depending on whether the light (Figure 1.2e) or heavy (Figure 1.2f) product of the still is 
returned back to the PSA unit.  
Figure 1.3 shows a few more examples of hybrid PSA-distillation process 
configurations with the PSA unit being fed with still side streams, depending on whether 
the feed is supplied to the still (Figure 1.3a to 1.3d) or the PSA unit (Figure 1.3e and 1.3f). 
For the case where the feed is supplied to the still, the hybrid processes vary depending on 
whether the PSA unit is located on the rectification side (Figure 1.3a and 1.3b) or stripping 
(Figure 1.3c and 1.3d) side of the still, or whether both (Figure 1.3a and 1.3c) or one 
(Figure 1.3b and 1.3d) PSA product stream is returned back to one side of the feed (Figure 
1.3a and 1.3c). For the case where the feed is supplied to the PSA unit, the hybrid processes 
vary depending on whether a side stream from the rectification (Figure 1.3e) or stripping 
(Figure 1.3f) side of the still is returned back to the PSA unit. 
      There are many other possible hybrid PSA-distillation process configurations other 
than those shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3. For example, in Figure 1.2a there is at least one 
other option for the origin of the light reflux stream going to the still. As an alternative to 
using the fraction split off from the light product stream of the still prior to the feed of the 
PSA unit, a fraction can be split off instead from the light product stream of the PSA unit.  
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Figure 1.3 Different hybrid PSA-distillation configurations with the PSA unit fed with 
still side streams, depending on whether the feed is supplied to the still (a, b, c and d) or 
the PSA unit (e and f). F: feed; L: light product, H: heavy product; solid circles: 
condenser; open circles: reboiler. 
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Clearly, the number of configurations is seemingly endless. 
1.5 Reference and New Hybrid PSA-Distillation Process Flow Sheets 
First, a reference process must be selected for comparison with the new hybrid 
process. In this illustration, the reference process was the commercial hybrid 
PSA-distillation process for fuel grade ethanol production.
8
 However, in general, it would 
simply be a non-hybrid, standalone, commercial, distillation process. The flow sheet for 
the reference hybrid PSA-distillation process is shown in Figure 1.4a.
8
 The distillation 
column contains 50 stages plus a partial condenser, which is stage 1 and a reboiler, which 
is stage 52. A feed stream of saturated liquid (F) containing 40 mol% ethanol (xF) is fed 
into stage 36. A 98.7 mol% ethanol stream leaves the PSA unit as the light product (yP), 
and a 99.5 mol% water stream leaves the bottom of the distillation column as the bottoms 
product (1-xB). The distillate contains 81.8 mol% ethanol (yD). This stream is compressed, 
heated and sent to the PSA unit as feed. A 47.7 mol% ethanol stream (yS) is produced in 
the PSA unit as the heavy product through a vacuum pump with a discharge pressure of 
essentially 1 atm (thus, the PSA unit experiences a pressure swing from 
super-atmospheric pressure to sub-atmospheric pressure). This side stream is then 
condensed and recycled to feed stage 36 in the distillation column. For scaling purposes 
all the flows are evaluated relative to the feed flow F, i.e., B/F, P/F, S/F, and D/F.  
The flow sheet for the new hybrid PSA-distillation process is shown in Figure 
1.4b. Again, the same distillation column feed (F and xF) and the same products are 
11 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Hybrid PSA-distillation fuel grade ethanol production systems: a) commercial 
reference system,
8
 with S and F both fed to still stage 36. (b) new system with S and F 
fed to different, optimum still stages anywhere between stages 2 and 51. F: still feed; P: 
light (ethanol) product from PSA unit; D: feed to PSA unit (still distillate); B: bottoms 
(water) product from still; S: side stream from PSA unit; PC: partial condenser; R: 
reboiler; SC: side stream total condenser; DH: distillate heater; C1: compressor 1; C2: 
vacuum pump 2. 
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produced from the light product of the PSA unit (P and yP) and the bottoms product of the 
distillation column (B and xB), i.e, F, xF, B, xB, P and yP remain the same for both hybrid 
systems. The relative flow rate (S/F) and concentration of the side stream from the PSA 
unit to the still (xS) are now considered variables with specified ranges. Moreover, the 
side stream is sent back to the optimum stage based on its flow rate and concentration, 
instead of the feed stage as in the reference case. 
 It is noteworthy that fixing F, xF, B, xB, P and yP in both the reference and new 
cases creates an internal loop between the still and the PSA unit, resulting in S, xS, D, yD, 
and the still internal vapor and liquid flows as the only variables. A change in either S or 
xS changes the distillate flow (D) or its concentration (yD), as dictated by overall and 
component balances around the PSA unit. This necessarily produces changes in the 
internal vapor and liquid flows in the still. These changes are determined through mass 
balances around various units in the flow sheets, as illustrated below. 
1.6 Simulation Approaches 
1.6.1 Part I. Hybrid “Black Box” PSA-ChemsepTM Distillation 
Part I utilized Chemsep
TM
 to simulate the distillation process. However, any 
suitable distillation process simulator could be used for this purpose, e.g., like that 
available through AspenTech. The PSA unit was considered to be a “black box”, with its 
performance defined either a priori as an input or determined by overall and component 
balances around it. This “black box” PSA approach greatly simplified the analysis by 
13 
 
reducing it to solving algebraic expressions in a spreadsheet and running Chemsep
TM
. 
The overall approach allows those with significant distillation process design experience, 
but only minimal PSA process design experience, to carry out Part I. A simple algorithm 
delineating this Part I analysis is shown in Figure 1.5. 
In short, for the reference hybrid process, mass balances were carried out 
algebraically around both the PSA and distillation units using information available for 
all the input and output streams. This determined all the flow rates and concentrations of 
the streams around the distillation unit. With these flow rates and concentrations known, 
and with the number of trays and feed tray location specified, Chemsep
TM
 was run. The 
output from Chemsep
TM
 was the flow rates and concentrations of the internal vapor and 
liquid streams in the still, the temperatures of the distillate and feed tray, as well as the 
energy duties of the reboiler and partial condenser. Finally, the energy duties incurred by 
the PSA feed compressor, PSA vacuum pump, and heaters external to the still were 
calculated. 
      For the new hybrid process, the analysis was carried out essentially in the same 
manner, except for the flow rate and concentration of the side stream from the “black box” 
PSA unit into the still now being defined and the optimum tray locations of both the feed 
and side streams being determined. These optimum tray locations were determined by 
minimizing the condenser and reboiler duties via Chemsep
TM
 for each set of assumed 
“black box” PSA process conditions and performance. In addition, the temperature of the 
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Figure 1.5 Example algorithm for the Part I hybrid “black box” PSA-ChemsepTM 
simulations, based on the case study of the commercial hybrid PSA-distillation process 
for ethanol production;
8
 modifications may be required for other case studies, especially 
in the boxes denoted with an asterisk. 
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tray for the side stream was also required for determining the energy duty of the side 
stream condenser. The total energy duty of the new hybrid process and the internal flows 
of the distillation unit were then compared with those of the reference case. This 
procedure was repeated for the range of specified side stream flow rates and 
concentrations. All the mass balance relationships required for this Part I analysis are 
derived below. 
The flow rates and concentrations of the external streams were calculated from 
overall and component (relative to ethanol) mass balances around both units as a whole. 
These were expressed as  
 𝐹 = 𝑃 + 𝐵                     (1) 
 𝑥𝐹𝐹 = 𝑦𝑃𝑃 + 𝑥𝐵𝐵         (2) 
With F, xF, yP and xB known for both hybrid systems, combining Eqs. 1 and 2 led to 
 
𝑃
𝐹
=
𝑥𝐹−𝑥𝐵
𝑦𝑃−𝑥𝐵
                    (3) 
 
𝐵
𝐹
=
𝑦𝑃−𝑥𝐹
𝑦𝑃−𝑥𝐵
                 (4) 
The overall and component mass balances around the PSA unit were given by 
 𝐷 = 𝑃 + 𝑆                   (5) 
 𝑦𝐷𝐷 = 𝑦𝑃𝑃 + 𝑥𝑆𝑆                   (6) 
For the reference case, in which the side stream and distillate concentrations (xS and yD) 
were known, Eqs. 5 and 6 were combined to provide the relative side stream flow as 
 
𝑆
𝐹
=
𝑃
𝐹
𝑦𝑃−𝑦𝐷
𝑦𝐷−𝑥𝑆
                  (7) 
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For the new case, in which S and xS were known, Eqs. 5 and 6 were alternatively 
combined to provide the concentration of the distillate as 
 𝑦𝐷 =
𝑦𝑃𝑃/𝐹+𝑥𝑆𝑆/𝐹
𝑃/𝐹+𝑆/𝐹
  (8) 
In either case, the flow rate of the distillate D was obtained directly from Eq. 6. The 
performance of the PSA unit, defined in terms of water recovery in the side stream, was 
calculated from  
 𝑅𝑆
𝑊 =
𝑆/𝐹(1−𝑥𝑆)
𝐷/𝐹(1−𝑦𝐷)
                  (9) 
The condenser and reboiler duties, as well as all the still internal vapor and liquid flows, 
were obtained from Chemsep
TM
 using a reference feed flow rate F and relative flow rates 
and concentrations xF, B/F, xB, S/F, xS, D/F and yD defined and calculated from the above 
equations. 
 A compressor (C1) and a vacuum pump (C2), as shown in Figures 1.4a and 1.4b, 
were needed to bring a stream from 
LP  (lower pressure) to HP  (higher pressure). C1 
was used to bring the distillate from the distillation column pressure to the feed pressure 
of the PSA unit. C2 was used to bring the side stream (heavy product) from the low 
vacuum pressure of the PSA unit to the distillation column pressure. The compressor or 
vacuum pump duty was calculated from  
 𝑄𝐶 =
𝛾
𝛾−1
𝑅𝑇 [(
𝑃𝐻
𝑃𝐿
)
𝛾
𝛾−1
− 1]
1
𝜂
?̇?                     (10) 
where γ is the isentropic constant, η is the assumed efficiency of the unit, ṅ is the flow 
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rate of a stream, and T is the temperature of a stream. A distillate heater was used after the 
compressor to increase the distillate temperature to the feed temperature of the PSA unit 
PSAT , a defined quantity. The distillate heater (DH) duty was calculated from 
 𝑄𝐷𝐻 = 𝐷 ∫ [𝑦𝐷𝐶𝑃
𝐸 + (1 − 𝑦𝐷)𝐶𝑃
𝑊]𝑑𝑇
𝑇𝑃𝑆𝐴
𝑇𝐷
                     (11) 
where 
DT is the distillate temperature, and 
E
PC and 
W
PC are the constant pressure heat 
capacities of ethanol and water, respectively. A side stream condenser (SC) was used after 
the vacuum pump to change the phase of the side stream from gas to liquid and to 
decrease the temperature from TPSA to that of the feed tray (TTF) for the reference hybrid 
process or the temperature of the side stream tray (TTS) for the new hybrid process. This 
duty was calculated by separating it into two parts: one due to the temperature change in 
the gas phase: 
 𝑄𝑆𝐶1 = 𝑆 ∫ [𝑥𝑆𝐶𝑃
𝐸 + (1 − 𝑥𝑆)𝐶𝑃
𝑊]𝑑𝑇
𝑇∗
𝑇𝑃𝑆𝐴
        with T* = TTF or TTS (12) 
and the other due to the phase change at constant temperature, which was determined 
from  
 𝑄𝑆𝐶2 = 𝑆[𝑥𝑆Δ𝐻𝑣𝑎𝑝
𝐸 + (1 − 𝑥𝑆)Δ𝐻𝑣𝑎𝑝
𝑊 ]                              (13) 
Δ𝐻𝑣𝑎𝑝
𝐸  and Δ𝐻𝑣𝑎𝑝
𝑊  are respectively the phase change enthalpies of ethanol and water at 
the side stream (heavy product) temperature of the PSA unit. 
 The resulting duties of the reboiler, partial condenser, compressor, vacuum pump, 
distillate heater and side stream condenser were calculated for all the cases, in both the 
reference and new cases, relative to the flow of the ethanol product, i.e.,  
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 𝑄𝑖
∗ =
𝑄𝑖
𝑃
           (14) 
The results from the new cases were compared with those of the reference case to 
determine if any energy savings were incurred with commensurate decreases in the 
internal flows in the still. When energy savings were realized, Part II was carried out to 
determine if an “actual” PSA process could be developed that mimicked the performance 
of the best “black box” PSA process, as outlined below.  
1.6.2 Part II. Hybrid “Actual” PSA-ChemsepTM Distillation 
 Part II utilized the dynamic adsorption process simulator (DAPS) developed and 
validated by Ritter and co-workers
45
 to develop an “actual” PSA process. DAPS imposes 
the following assumptions: ideal gas behavior; plug flow; no axial dispersion; no film 
mass transfer resistance (i.e., identical concentrations in both the bulk gas and within the 
pores of the pellet); linear driving force (LDF) mass transfer resistance between the gas 
and adsorbed phases; no heat transfer resistance between the gas phase, solid phase (i.e., 
pellet) and wall; adiabatic condition between the wall and exterior; and no axial thermal 
conduction. 
 Adsim from AspenTech
46
 could also be used for this Part II analysis. However, it 
must be emphasized that since Adsim and DAPS are very rigorous adsorption process 
simulators that can model the most complex multi-bed multi-step PSA processes in 
commercial operation, their use requires someone with significant PSA process design 
experience to ensure that a potential PSA process design is not overlooked. In other 
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words, the “actual” PSA process might need a very complex PSA cycle schedule47 to 
mimic the performance of the “black box” PSA process. This is a non-trivial exercise in 
PSA process development, with the recommendation that it should be carried out only by 
qualified experts in the field. 
 In this illustration, the PSA cycle utilized in the commercial reference case
48
 was 
the 2-bed 4-step PSA cycle shown in Figure 1.6. The four steps were feed (F), 
countercurrent depressurization (CnD), light reflux (LR), and light product pressurization 
(LPP). In the F step, the distillate from the still was fed to the bottom of the bed in the 
PSA unit at the higher pressure. The light product (enriched ethanol) was collected from 
the top of the bed, part of which was sent to the top of the other bed for LR and LPP. The 
heavy product (enriched water) was withdrawn from the bottom of the bed during the 
CnD and LR steps. LR was carried out at the lower pressure under vacuum by using a 
small fraction of the light product produced during the F step as purge or reflux. The bed 
was then pressurized from the lower to the higher pressure during the LPP step using a 
fraction of the light product produced during the F step. 
 Because this Part II analysis was based on modifying a commercial PSA cycle,
48
 
based on experience, it was decided that only the flow rate and concentration of the feed 
stream to the PSA unit (i.e., D and yD) and the LR step time had to be varied. This would 
not be the case in a grassroots PSA process design effort, which is why significant PSA 
process design experience is required in this Part II analysis. It was also decided to keep 
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Figure 1.6 2-bed 4-step PSA cycle schematic and schedule.
48
 F: feed step; CnD: 
countercurrent depressurization step; LR: light reflux step; LPP: light product 
pressurization step; D: PSA feed from distillate still; P: light (ethonal) product; S: side 
stream to still (heavy product). The times indicate the length of each step: 345 s for F; 
225 s for CnD plus LR; 120 s for LPP. 
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the sum of the CnD and LR step times constant. So, when the LR step time increased, the 
CnD step time decreased, accordingly. The remaining PSA process parameters were fixed 
and kept the same as those in the commercial PSA cycle.
48 
 The reference PSA unit also used 3A zeolite as the adsorbent.
48
 3A zeolite only 
adsorbs water; ethanol is too large to fit in its pores.
48
 The adsorption isotherms for water 
vapor on 3A zeolite
48
 were fitted to the following Toth model: 
 𝑛 =
𝑛𝑠𝑏𝑃
(1+(𝑏𝑃)𝑡)1/𝑡
                (15a) 
 𝑛𝑠 = 𝑛0 + 𝑛1𝑇                 (15b) 
 𝑏 = 𝑏0exp⁡(
−Δ𝐻
𝑅𝑇
)                (15c) 
 𝑡 = 𝑡0 + 𝑡1
1
𝑇
              (15d) 
 Now, with TPSA, D and yD necessarily provided as inputs to DAPS, at the periodic 
state, it returned values of P, yP, S and xS for a given set of PSA process conditions. 
Recall that in the “black box” PSA process P and yP were fixed while D and yD varied as 
a result of varying S and xS; however, in the “actual” PSA process D and yD were fixed 
while P and yP, and hence S and xS, varied. This was the case because it was impossible 
to a priori fix P and yP in DAPS. Thus, to ensure that the “actual” and “black box” PSA 
process performances were essentially equivalent, “actual” PSA process conditions had to 
be found that resulted in similar ranges of P/D and yP for both the “actual” and “black 
box” PSA processes. To this end, several simulations were carried out while varying PSA 
process conditions such as bed size, cycle time, step times and feed flow rate. When a set 
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of “actual” PSA process conditions produced values of P/D and yP in the respective 
acceptable ranges, the resulting yP was utilized in the mass balance relationships 
developed in Part I to calculate P/F from Eq. 3. P/F was then used together with the 
resulting xS from the simulations to calculate D/F and S/F from Eqs. 5 and 7. Recall that 
in these calculations, B/F and xB were the same as in Part I. All these results were scaled 
to the reference flow F and then input to Chemsep
TM
 to obtain the corresponding duties 
of the partial condenser and reboiler, and still internal vapor and liquid flows. The 
remaining duties were calculated using the same methodology as previously described in 
Part I. Finally, all the results from Part II were compared with the reference case to 
determine if the energy savings and still internal flow reductions were similar to the 
hybrid PSA-distillation process obtained in Part I based on the best “black box” PSA 
process. Clearly, some trial and error was necessary to achieve an “actual” PSA process 
that provided the same performance as the best “black box” PSA processes. 
1.7 Results and Discussion 
1.7.1 Part I. Hybrid “Black Box” PSA-ChemsepTM Simulations 
      Based on the Part I algorithm (Figure 1.5), 42 hybrid “black box” 
PSA-Chemsep
TM
 distillation simulations were carried out at seven different ratios of the 
side stream to still feed flow rates (S/F) and six different concentrations of ethanol in the 
side stream (xs). This resulted in 42 different “black box” PSA process performances in 
terms of water purity and water recovery in the side stream (heavy product) of the PSA 
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unit. All the conditions utilized in the hybrid “black box” PSA-ChemsepTM distillation 
simulations are summarized in Table 1.1 for both the reference and new cases. The 
individual energy duties are discussed first, followed by the total energy duties and 
distillation column internal flow changes. Finally, the energy savings regions along with 
the corresponding “black box” PSA conditions that resulted in energy savings and 
commensurate still internal flow reductions are discussed. 
 Partial Condenser and Reboiler Energy Duties                                                          
 Figures 1.7a and 1.7b respectively show the duties for the partial condenser and 
reboiler versus S/F for different xs. These duties both decreased as S/F increased and xs 
decreased; and both S/F and xs had marked and comparable effects on both of them. For 
constant S/F, a smaller value of xs meant the side stream (heavy product) from the PSA 
unit was more enriched in water. This translated into more separations work being done 
by the PSA unit. For constant xs, a larger value of S/F meant that the PSA unit was 
processing more water. This also translated into more separations work being done by the 
PSA unit. The net effect was that the partial condenser and reboiler duties both decreased 
with larger S/F and smaller xs, eventually resulting in energy savings. 
      Figures 1.7c and 1.7d show the corresponding energy savings relative to the 
reference case. In both duties, energy savings resulted with increasing S/F and decreasing 
xs. For the partial condenser, a maximum of 49.4 kJ/mol of ethanol was saved, which 
corresponded to a 71.1% energy savings over the reference case. This occurred for the  
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Table 1.1 Process parameters and conditions used in the hybrid “black-box” PSA process 
simulations in Part I, and all Chemsep
TM
 simulations for Parts I and II. 
 
Fixed Conditions  Reference and New 
 distillation column pressure, Pc (kPa)  101.3 
 distillation column stage efficiency, Eo 0.75 
 distillation column feed flow rate, F (kmol/s)  1.0 
 ethanol mole fraction in feed, xF 0.40 
 ethanol mole fraction in bottoms product, xB     0.005            
 feed quality, qF       1                                                        
 side stream quality, qS    1                                                 
 distillate quality, qD         0                                               
 bottom product quality, qB   1 
 PSA light product quality, qP      0                                  
 PSA high pressure, PH (kPa)  379.2 
 PSA low pressure, PL (kPa)  13.8 
 PSA feed temperature, TPSA (K)    440                                   
 PSA compressor or vacuum pump efficiency, η   
 isentropic constant,  
 Varied Conditions  Reference  New 
 relative side stream flow rate, S/F 0.20 0.15 to 0.27 
 ethanol mole fraction in side stream, xS 0.477 0.25 to 0.55 
  ethanol mole fraction in distillate product, yD 0.818   depended on  
    S/F and xS   
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Figure 1.7 Hybrid “black-box” PSA-ChemsepTM simulations: partial condenser and 
reboiler duties, and corresponding energy savings relative to the reference case, with S/F 
= 0.207 and xs = 0.447. 
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largest S/F and smallest xs. Similarly, for the reboiler, a maximum of 42.4 kJ/mol of 
ethanol was saved under the same conditions, which corresponded to a 32.3% energy 
savings over the reference case. Moreover, as long as xs was less than about 0.35 both 
duties exhibited energy savings for all values of S/F. For these cases the optimum side 
stream stage of the still was always below the feed stage. 
 Distillate Heater and Side Stream Condenser Energy Duties 
 Figures 1.8a and 1.8b respectively show the duties of the distillate heater and side 
stream condenser versus S/F for different xs. The distillate heater duty increased with S/F 
and xs both increasing. However, the effect was more pronounced for changes in S/F. For 
constant S/F, since the distillate contained more ethanol with increasing xs and water has 
a much smaller heat capacity than ethanol, more heater duty was required when more 
ethanol was in the distillate. For constant xs, and with F, B and RD constant, a larger S/F 
necessarily resulted in a larger D, which in turn required a greater heater duty. Since the 
effect of xs on the distillate heater duty was small, it was neglected. 
 In contrast, the side stream condenser duty increased only with increasing S/F; it 
did not change with changing xs. The effect of S/F on the side stream condenser duty was 
also much greater than that on the distillate heater duty. More than 88% of the side stream 
condenser duty was due to changing its phase at constant temperature, which increased 
significantly with increasing S/F (eq 13). Since water and ethanol have similar phase 
change enthalpies, there was no effect of xs on this duty. 
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Figure 1.8 Hybrid “black-box” PSA-ChemsepTM simulations: distillate heater and side 
stream condenser duties, and corresponding energy savings relative to the reference case, 
with S/F = 0.207 and xS = 0.447.  
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 Figures 1.8c and 1.8d show the corresponding energy savings relative to the 
reference case. For the distillate heater duty, more energy was saved with both S/F and xs 
decreasing. However, the savings were markedly more significant with changes in S/F 
than xs. For the side stream condenser duty, more energy was saved only with S/F 
decreasing; no energy savings were incurred by changing xs. The energy savings were 
five to six times greater for the side stream condenser duty than the distillate heater duty. 
 Compressor and Vacuum Pump Energy Duties 
 Figures 1.9a and 1.9b show respectively the combined duties for the compressor 
and vacuum pump and the corresponding energy savings relative to the reference case, 
both versus S/F for different xs. There was no effect of xs on the combined compressor 
and vacuum pump duty and it increased with increasing S/F. Correspondingly, there was 
no effect of xs on the energy savings, and it decreased with increasing S/F. The 
compressor and vacuum pump duties are proportional to S/F according to eq 10, and do 
not depend on concentration, just flow. Clearly, a larger value of S/F corresponded to 
both the compressor and vacuum pump facing larger flows, which in turn, required more 
energy.   
      Total Energy Duty 
 The total duty was calculated by adding all the duties together, which included the 
duties of the partial condenser, reboiler, distillate heater, side stream condenser, 
compressor and vacuum pump. Figures 1.10a, 10b and 10c respectively show the total 
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Figure 1.9 Hybrid “black-box” PSA-ChemsepTM simulations: PSA compressor (C1) and 
PSA vacuum pump (C2) combined duty, and corresponding energy savings relative to the 
reference case, with S/F = 0.207 and xS = 0.447. 
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duty, the total energy savings relative to the reference case and the percent total energy 
savings relative to the reference case, all versus S/F for different xs. The results in Figures 
1.7 to 1.9 showed that the partial condenser and reboiler duties both overwhelmed the 
other duties by an order of magnitude or more.  This made the trends in Figure 1.10 very 
similar to those exhibited by the partial condenser and reboiler (Figure 1.7). Thus, energy 
savings were incurred for larger S/F and smaller xs, with a maximum total energy savings 
of 32.5% compared to the reference case; and again, energy savings resulted for all 
values of S/F as long as xs was less than 0.35. 
 It is worth reiterating that since energy savings always improved by increasing 
S/F or decreasing xs, this meant that the energy efficiency of the hybrid process improved 
relative to the reference case as the PSA unit did more of the separations work. For 
example, for constant S/F, a smaller value of xs corresponded to a higher enrichment of 
water in the side stream, and for constant xs, a larger value of S/F corresponded to more 
water being processed in the PSA unit. Both of these trends corresponded to more 
separations work being done by the PSA unit, thereby reducing both the partial condenser 
and reboiler duties of the still. However, since the effect of S/F was not as pronounced 
when the side stream was enriched with more water (i.e., smaller xs), the enrichment or 
purity of water produced in the PSA unit was much more important in saving energy than 
the amount of water processed by the PSA unit. This was an informative, unexpected 
outcome from this simple hybrid “black box” PSA-distillation process analysis. 
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Figure 1.10 Hybrid “black-box” PSA-ChemsepTM simulations: total duty, and 
corresponding energy savings and percent energy savings, both relative to the reference 
case, with S/F = 0.207 and xS = 0.447. 
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 Distillation Column Internal Flow Changes 
 The results just discussed showed that the partial condenser and reboiler duties 
changed considerably, depending on the concentration xS and flow rate S of the side 
stream (heavy product) from the PSA unit. The only way these duties could change was 
by having commensurate changes in the internal vapor and liquid flows within the 
distillation column. As shown in Figure 1.4, V2 is the vapor phase flow from the 2
nd
 stage 
which is going into the partial condenser; L51 is the liquid phase flow from the 51
st
 stage 
which is going into the reboiler. ∆V2 and ∆L51 represent the difference of flows in the 
reference and new cases, which are defined as V2 (reference case) - V2 (new case) and L51 
(reference case) - L51 (new case) respectively. These internal still flow changes are shown 
in Figure 1.11, where Figures 1.11a and 1.11b show the difference between the internal 
vapor (V2) and liquid (L51) flows in the new and reference cases and Figures 1.11c and 
1.11d show the corresponding percent reductions in those two flows compared to the 
reference case. A larger S/F always resulted in smaller internal flows; and when xS was 
less than 0.35, the internal flows of the new cases were always smaller than those of the 
reference case for all values of S/F. A reduction of either internal flow meant less mass 
had to be condensed or evaporated, resulting in a significant reduction in the partial 
condenser or reboiler duty. Most importantly, even when energy savings are not a major 
concern, e.g., because of heat integration, a reduction in the internal still flows 
necessarily implies that the throughput or capacity of the distillation column can be 
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Figure 1.11 Hybrid “black-box” PSA-ChemsepTM simulations: still internal vapor (V) and 
liquid (L) flow changes and corresponding percent changes relative to the reference case. 
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proportionately increased. This was a key finding of this Part I analysis, although it is 
now an intuitively obvious outcome. 
 Energy Savings Regions and “Black Box” PSA Conditions and Performance 
 The Chemsep
TM
 results were analyzed to determine the “black box” PSA unit 
operating conditions that resulted in energy savings. Figure 1.12a shows the 
corresponding performance of the “black box” PSA unit for all the new cases, in terms of 
water recovery (eq 9) and water purity )1( Sx  in the side stream, with S/F and xS 
varying as shown. According to these “black box” PSA performance curves, to save 
energy the purity of water produced in the side stream from the PSA unit had to be 
greater than 65 mol%, and the recovery of water in this stream had to be greater than 95%. 
So, the goal was to design an “actual” PSA process that exhibited a performance lying 
somewhere in the upper right hand corner of Figure 1.12a, i.e., the energy savings region 
indicated by the acute angle formed by the two dotted lines.   
      When the results in Figure 1.12a were plotted in a slightly different manner, i.e., 
in terms of the “black box” PSA process performance based on P/D and yD instead of S/F 
and xS, the curves in Figure 1.12b resulted. Recall that P/D and yD were important for 
making sure similar performances would be obtained for the “actual” and “black box” 
PSA processes, because of the different sets of parameters that were fixed during the 
respective simulations. Since, these “black box” PSA performance curves revealed the 
ranges of P/D and yD that the “actual” PSA process had to fall into to be similar to the 
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Figure 1.12 a) “Black box” PSA process performance curves in terms of S/F and xS, with 
the energy savings region indicated by the acute angle formed by two dotted lines. b) 
Same “black box” PSA process performance curves but in terms of P/D and yD. c) 
Overlay of “black box” PSA process performance curves in (a) and (b), with the energy 
savings region indicated by the acute angle formed by two dotted lines and the “actual” PSA 
process performances indicated by the solid symbols labeled 1 to 4. 
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“black box” PSA processes, the energy savings region for the “actual” PSA process was 
revealed by overlaying them with the curves in Figure 1.12a. This plot is shown in Figure 
1.12c. These combined performance curves revealed that a lower yD was better for 
achieving energy savings at some intermediate P/D. However, to avoid an overly large 
PSA unit, a yD of 79 to 80 mol% was chosen and used as input to the rigorous PSA 
process simulations discussed next. 
1.7.2 Part II. Hybrid “Actual” PSA-ChemsepTM Simulations 
      A number of simulations were carried out using DAPS with the PSA cycle 
depicted in Figure 1.6. All the process parameters and conditions used in DAPS are listed 
in Tables 1.2. This “actual” PSA process was essentially the same one reported in the 
literature for ethanol production.
48
 However, as stated earlier, slightly different feed 
concentrations (
Dy ), feed flow rates ( D ) and LR times ( LRt ) were investigated. The 
results from four “actual” PSA process simulations are provided in Table 1.3, with their 
corresponding process performances plotted in Figure 1.12c, along with the “black box” 
PSA process performances. 
The results in Table 1.3 showed that yP was always greater in the “actual” PSA 
processes than in the “black box” PSA processes (0.993 to 0.999 compared to 0.987, 
respectively). This indicated that the “actual” PSA process columns were oversized. A 
higher yP also necessarily resulted in a higher water recovery for the “actual” PSA 
process. This was why three of the four points deviated from the performance curves 
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Table 1.2 Process parameters and conditions used in DAPS for the “Actual” PSA process 
simulations in Part II. 
 
3A Zeolite-Water Toth Isotherm Parameters: 
 n0 (mol/kg)  16.26 
 n1 (K
-1
)  -1.9×10
-2
 
 b0 (kPa
-1
)  1.6×10
-8
 
 t0 1.14 
 t1 (K)  -56.42 
 ∆H (kJ/mol)  -57.95 
3A Zeolite LDF Mass Transfer Resistance: 
 kLDF
E
 (s
-1
)  1.0×10
-3
 
 kLDF
W
 (s
-1
)  8.0×10
-3
 
Bed Properties   
 length, Z (m)    7.5   
 outer radius, ro (m)    1.25   
 inner radius, ri (m)    1.2246   
 porosity, εb   0.31                                                             
Wall Properties 
 density, ρw (kg/m
3 
)  8000 
 thermal capacity, Cw (kJ/kg/K)   0.5 
 heat transfer coefficient, h (kW/m
2
/K)    0.0 
 temperature, Tw (K)  440 
Operating Conditions 
 PSA feed Temperature, TPSA (K)  440 
 high pressure, PH (kPa)  379.2 
 low pressure, PL (kPa)  13.8 
 feed flow rate FPSA (SLPM)  150,000 or 200,000 
 mole fraction ethanol in feed, yD 0.79 or 0.80 
3A Zeolite Adsorbent Properties 
 radius, rp (m)    0.005                                                                
 density, ρp (kg/m
3 
)  1116 
 porosity, εp 0.54 
 thermal capacity, Cp (kJ/kg/K)  1.045 
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Table 1.3 “Actual” PSA process performances obtained with DAPS in the Part II analysis: 
PSA unit water purity and recovery in the side stream and PSA unit ethanol purity and 
recovery in the light product. 
 
Run yD D (SLPM) tLR (s) (1-yS) RS
W
(%) yP RP
E
 (%) 
1 0.80 150000 100 0.7197 99.57 0.9992 90.34 
2 0.80 150000  75 0.7316 98.86 0.9972 90.96 
3 0.80 200000 100 0.7445 98.96 0.9974 91.52 
4 0.79 150000  50 0.7542 97.48 0.9932 91.58 
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exhibited by the “black box” PSA processes, even though all four points fell within an 
energy savings region, as shown in Figure 1.12c. Thus, all four “actual” PSA processes 
resulted in significant energy savings with commensurate still internal flow reductions, as 
shown in Table 1.4. Typically, 20 to 25% energy savings were achieved based on the new 
hybrid PSA-distillation configuration (Figure 1.4b) compared to the commercial 
(reference) one (Figure 1.4a). This energy savings corresponded to still internal flow 
reductions of 18 to 22% for the vapor flows and 12 to 15% for the liquid flows. Since 
energy savings and flow reductions are concomitant, energy savings, throughput 
debottlenecking, or both could be the outcome of this two-part analysis for other 
distillation processes, just like it was here for the commercial hybrid PSA-distillation 
process for ethanol production. 
1.8 Conclusions 
A new methodology for modeling hybrid PSA-distillation processes was 
developed. This new approach involves two parts. Part I determines if energy savings are 
possible. It can be done easily with sufficient knowledge of distillation process design 
and only minimal knowledge of PSA process design. Part I is carried out using 
Chemsep
TM
 to model a distillation column connected to a PSA unit that is treated as a 
“black box” with an assumed process performance. In this way, a hybrid PSA-distillation 
process can be analyzed simply by performing mass balances around these units and 
running Chemsep
TM
 to determine if energy savings are possible compared to a reference 
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Table 1.4 “Actual” PSA processes performances obtained from DAPS in the Part II 
analysis: energy savings and still internal flow reductions. 
 
Run Total Duty 
(kJ/mol) 
Total Duty 
Saved (%) 
∆V2 
kmol/s 
∆L51 
kmol/s 
V2 Reduced 
(%) 
L51 Reduced 
(%) 
Reference 245.6 - - - - - 
Simulation 1 195.1 20.6 0.2395 0.2167 18.57 12.01 
Simulation 2 192.9 21.5 0.2468 0.2243 19.14 12.43 
Simulation 3 191.3 22.1 0.2534 0.2304 19.65 12.77 
Simulation 4 183.6 25.2 0.2894 0.2648 22.44 14.67 
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(commercial) process for different “black box” PSA process performances. 
Once an energy savings hybrid PSA-distillation process is found in Part I, Part II 
determines if an “actual” PSA process exists that mimics the performance of the best 
“black box” PSA processes. Part II is carried out using a rigorous PSA process simulator 
like Adsim from AspenTech; thus, it requires significant knowledge of PSA process 
design. The outcome of this two-part analysis is a hybrid PSA-distillation process that has 
the potential to be more energy efficient than the reference process with a commensurate 
reduction in the internal flows within the distillation column. 
This new approach was successfully demonstrated using a commercial hybrid 
PSA-distillation process as the reference case that is in use for fuel grade ethanol 
production. Part I of this two-part analysis found several, more energy efficient designs 
than the reference case with proportionately reduced internal flows within the still. 
Compared to the reference case, which mixes the side stream recycled from the PSA unit 
with the feed to the still, better designs were obtained using the “black box” PSA process 
when the locations of the feed and side stream stages were optimized for different PSA 
process conditions. These new hybrid systems exhibited energy savings and still internal 
flow reductions when the ethanol concentration in the side stream was smaller than that 
in the feed to the still and the side stream was sent back to a stage lower than the feed 
stage, and then for larger feed to side stream flow rate ratios or lower ethanol (higher 
water) concentrations in the side stream. Also, the purity of water produced in the PSA 
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unit was much more important in saving energy than the amount of water produced in the 
PSA unit. 
Based on the Part I results, Part II of this analysis found several “actual” PSA 
processes using the in-house developed dynamic adsorption process simulator (DAPS) 
that provided nearly the same performance, energy savings and internal still flow 
reductions as the best “black box” PSA processes. These “actual” PSA processes 
exhibited typical energy savings of 25%, with a corresponding decrease in the vapor and 
liquid flow rates in the still of 22% and 15%, respectively. Overall, these results 
illustrated that this new methodology should be very useful for quickly accessing the 
utility of hybrid PSA-distillation processes for a variety of other applications, with many 
possibilities for achieving significant energy savings and/or throughput debottlenecking.
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CHAPTER 2: IMPROVED PSA CYCLES OF HYBRID PRESSURE SWING 
ADSORPTION-DISTILLATION PROCESS FOR ETHANOL DEHYDRATION 
 
2.1 Summary 
      This work aims to design new PSA cycles with improved PSA performance in the 
hybrid PSA-distillation system for ethanol-water separation. The commercial hybrid 
PSA-distillation uses a simple 2-bed 4-step PSA cycle. It is surmised that the PSA 
performance can be improved by designing a more complicated PSA cycle with more 
beds and steps. 
      In this work, four different PSA cycles were designed and simulated using the 
dynamic adsorption process simulator (DAPS). The performances of these cycles were 
put back into the hybrid system to calculate all the costs and compare the results with the 
2-bed 4-step commercial hybrid PSA-distillation process. 
2.2 Introduction 
      The fuel ethanol, whose concentration is about 98.7 mol%, is used as a gasoline 
alternative. It is getting wide popularity and application, because it is less poisonous and 
better to the environment. Anhydrous ethanol can be blended with gasoline as a car fuel 
additive and most modern gasoline engines will operate well with mixtures of 10 volume% 
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ethanol. The production of fuel ethanol is increasing fast these years. The North and 
Central America, South America and Brazil were the major ethanol producers who were 
together responsible for more than 80% of global fuel ethanol production in 2011.
1
 
Fermentation of the carbon based feedstocks, such as sugar cane, switch grass and corn, 
typically results in a mixture containing 3-5 mol% ethanol.
2, 3
 Then this mixture is sent to 
a beer stripper to be enriched into 40 mol%
4
, and the product is fed into the second 
distillation column for further dehydration. Ethanol and water forms an azeotrope with a 
boiling point about 351K at 1 atm, so the concentration of ethanol produced in a simple 
distillation cannot be higher than 89.5 mole%. Azeotropic distillation is usually applied 
after the traditional distillation to produce pure ethanol. However, it has a high 
consumption of energy. Thus some other separation alternatives have been developed, 
such as novel distillations, adsorption, liquid-liquid extraction, pervaporation and vapor 
permeation.
5-7
 Hybrid processes
8-10
 are also developed to obtain a better performance 
with less energy consumption. Bausa and Marquardt (2000)
8
 presented the shortcut 
method for designing hybrid membrane/distillation processes for multicomponent 
mixtures separation. Ethanol purification was studied as an example in their work. Hoch 
and Espinosa (2008)
9
 proposed a methodology to design and simulated the hybrid 
distillation-pervaporation process for bio-ethanol purification. Operation costs were 
calculated and show that the hybrid process is economically attractive. Pressure swing 
adsorption (PSA) is attractive for final ethanol dehydration because of its low energy 
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requirement. Several adsorbents study and PSA processes for ethanol dehydration have 
been done by others, and the results show that 3A zeolite is the promising adsorbent.
10-18
 
In this study, four PSA cycles were designed and simulated using the dynamic adsorption 
process simulator (DAPS) to improve PSA performance with 3A zeolite being used as 
adsorbent. Then the PSA unit was connected to the distillation column to build a new 
hybrid system to calculate all the costs and compare the results with the commercial 
hybrid PSA-distillation process, in which a simple 2-bed 4-step PSA cycle is applied.  
2.3 Modeling 
      In the commercial hybrid PSA-distillation system for ethanol dehydration, as 
shown in Figure 1.4a, the distillation column contains 52 stages. The partial condenser on 
the top is considered as stage 1, and the reboiler at the bottom is considered as stage 52. 
The saturated liquid stream containing 40 mol% ethanol is fed into the 36
th
 stage. 81.8 
mol% ethanol is produced from distillation as distillate, and is sent into a PSA unit, in 
which fuel ethanol is produced as light product and 47.7 mol% water is produced as 
heavy product. Usually, the heavy product stream from PSA unit is recycled and mixed 
with the feed to distillation. 99.5 mol% water is produced as bottom product in 
distillation. In the PSA unit, a simple 2-bed 4-step cycle is applied, which is shown in 
Figure 2.2. This is the reference case in this study. In the new hybrid system, as shown in 
Figure 1.4b, instead of mixing with the feed to distillation, the heavy product stream from 
PSA is sent into the optimum stage in distillation which was determined by minimizing 
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the partial condenser and reboiler duties using Chemsep
TM
. The procedure developed to 
design and study hybrid PSA-distillation processes and all the other details were reported 
in previous work
19
. Four different PSA cycles, including the simple cycle used in the 
reference case, were used to simulate the PSA process and were compared. 
      In the PSA unit, 3A zeolite is used as adsorbent, which is inert to ethanol. So only 
water is adsorbed in 3A zeolite and ethanol is left in the gas phase. Ethanol is produced as 
a light product, and water is produced as a heavy product. Figure 2.1 shows the isotherm 
of water vapor on 3A zeolite at four different temperatures. The experiment data 
(circles)
15
 were fitted to the Toth model (lines), which is given by                                                         
      𝑛 =
𝑛𝑠𝑏𝑃
(1+(𝑏𝑃)𝑡)1/𝑡
  (1) 
      𝑛𝑠 = 𝑛0 + 𝑛1𝑇                        (2) 
      𝑏 = 𝑏0exp⁡(
−∆𝐻
𝑅𝑇
)                         (3) 
      𝑡 = 𝑡0 + 𝑡1
1
𝑇
                           (4) 
where q is the equilibrium loading (mol/kg), ΔH is the isosteric heat of adsorption (= 
-59.56 kJ/mol), and the other parameter values are: qs0 = 16.26 mol/kg, qst = -1.9×10
-2
 
1/K, b0 = 1.6×10
-8
 1/Pa, n0 = 1.14 and nt = -56.42 K.  
      In this work, four different PSA cycles were simulated and studied, as shown in 
Figure 2.2-2.5. Case I is a 2-bed 4-step cycle, as shown in Figure 2.2. The steps are feed 
(F), countercurrent depressurization (CnD), light reflux (LR) and light product 
pressurization (LPP). During F step, the gas mixture is sent into the bed at constant 
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Figure 2.1 Adsorption isotherms for water vapor on 3A zeolite at four different 
temperatures: 373, 419, 440 and 473 K. Circles are experimental data; lines are the Toth 
model. 
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Figure 2.2 2-bed 4-step cycle schematic and schedule for ethanol-water separation.
14
 F: 
feed step; CnD: countercurrent depressurization step; LR: light reflux step; LPP: light 
product pressurization step. The times indicates the length of each step.   
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Figure 2.3 3-bed 6-step cycle schematic and schedule for ethanol-water separation. F: 
feed step; EQ: cocurrent equalization; CnD: countercurrent depressurization step; LR: 
light reflux step; EQ’: countercurrent equalization; LPP: light product pressurization step. 
The times indicate the length of each step.   
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Figure 2.4 4-bed 9-step cycle schematic and schedule for ethanol-water separation. F: 
feed step; EQ: cocurrent equalization; CnD: countercurrent depressurization step; LR: 
light reflux step; EQ’: countercurrent equalization; I: idle; LPP: light product 
pressurization step. The times indicate the length of each step.   
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Figure 2.5 4-bed 7-step cycle schematic and schedule for ethanol-water separation. F: 
feed step; EQ: cocurrent equalization; CnD: countercurrent depressurization step; LR: 
light reflux step; EQ’: countercurrent equalization; LPP: light product pressurization step. 
The times indicate the length of each step.   
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pressure, which is the high operating pressure of PSA. Then the bed is depressurized into 
the low operating pressure during CnD step. Part of the gas in the downstream of F is 
recycled. Some is sent into the bed as the purge gas at constant pressure during LR step; 
the rest is sent used to pressurize the bed from the low pressure to the high pressure. 
Light product (ethanol enriched stream) is collected from the downstream of F step, and 
heavy product (water enriched stream) is collected from CnD and LR. The time of F step 
is 345s, and the sum of the time of the other three steps is also 345s. So when one bed is 
operating the F step, the other bed is operating the other three steps in sequence. Then 
continuous feeding is obtained. It is the simple PSA cycle used in the reference hybrid 
system. Case II is a 3-bed 6-step cycle, as shown in Figure 2.3. This cycle is generated by 
adding one pair of equalization steps (EQ) in Case I. During the equalization steps, two 
beds are connected at the light ends until the pressures in these two beds are equalized at 
the intermediate pressure. The pressure in one bed decreases from the high pressure to the 
intermediate pressure. At the same time, the pressure in the other bed increases from the 
low pressure to the intermediate pressure. Case III is a 4-bed 9-step cycle, as shown in 
Figure 2.4. Two pairs of equalization steps are used. In EQ1, one bed is connected to 
another one with lower pressure to release some gas, and then connected the other one to 
release more gas in EQ2. Thus the beds are connected twice to match the pressures and 
there are two intermediate pressures. Idle step (I) is used to fulfill the schedule designing, 
in which all the valves are closed and the pressure is constant. Case IV is a 4-bed 7-step 
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cycle, as shown in Figure 2.5, similar with Case II, also having one pair of equalization 
steps. However, there are two feed steps, and two beds are fed at the same time. The 
purpose of having two feed steps is to have smaller feed flow rate but longer feeding time, 
so the total mass of feed is the same as that in the other three cases. 
      The total bed volume in the whole PSA unit was the same for all four cases. So if 
the bed length in Case I, which has two beds, was 7.5 m, it was 5.0 m in Case II since 
there were three beds. Similarly, the bed length in Case III and Case IV was 3.75 since 
there were four beds in both cases. The step time was adjusted proportionally for each 
case to keep the total cycle time the same.  
      These four cycles were studied and compared by changing the flow rates of the 
feed to PSA. For each feed flow rate, all the cases had the same flow rate except Case IV, 
in which the flow rate was one-half of the others because the feed time was doubled. In 
this way, the throughput of feed (F) and light reflux (LR) of these four cases were all the 
same. The throughputs for Case I are given by the following equations 
      𝜃𝐹,𝐼 =
𝐹𝐹,𝐼𝑡𝐹,𝐼
𝑀𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐼𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒,𝐼
                     (5)  
      𝜃𝐿𝑅,𝐼 =
𝐹𝐿𝑅,𝐼𝑡𝐿𝑅,𝐼
𝑀𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐼𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒,𝐼
                                                 (6) 
where θF,I is the throughput of the F; θLR,I is the throughput of LR; FF,I is the flow rate in 
F; FLR,I is the flow rate in LR; tF,I is the step time of F; tLR,I is the step time of LR; Mbed,I is 
the mass of adsorbent in each bed; tcycle,I is the total cycle time. Then the throughputs of 
the other three cases are given by 
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      𝜃𝐹,𝐼𝐼 =
𝐹𝐹,𝐼𝐼
2
3
𝑡𝐹,𝐼𝐼
2
3
𝑀𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝐼
        (7)  
      𝜃𝐿𝑅,𝐼𝐼 =
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2
3
𝑡𝐿𝑅,𝐼𝐼
2
3
𝑀𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝐼
                                              (8) 
      𝜃𝐹,𝐼𝐼𝐼 =
𝐹𝐹,𝐼𝐼𝐼
1
2
𝑡𝐹,𝐼𝐼𝐼
1
2
𝑀𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝐼𝐼
       (9)  
      𝜃𝐿𝑅,𝐼𝐼𝐼 =
𝐹𝐿𝑅,𝐼𝐼𝐼
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2
𝑡𝐿𝑅,𝐼𝐼𝐼
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2
𝑀𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝐼𝐼
                                            (10) 
      𝜃𝐹,𝐼𝑉 =
1
2
𝐹𝐹,𝐼𝑉𝑡𝐹,𝐼𝑉
1
2
𝑀𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐼𝑉𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝑉
       (11)  
      𝜃𝐿𝑅,𝐼𝑉 =
𝐹𝐿𝑅,𝐼𝑉
1
2
𝑡𝐿𝑅,𝐼𝑉
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2
𝑀𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐼𝑉𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒,𝐼𝑉
                                            (12) 
      The flow rates of feed in Case I, II and III were the same. In Case IV, the flow 
rate of feed was not the same any more, but one-half of that of the others. However, the 
step time of feed was twice as that in Case III which also has four beds. That is the step 
time of feed in Case IV was the same as Case I. So the mass of feed in Case IV was still 
the same as the other three cases. When canceling the numbers in Eqs. 7, 9 and 11, these 
equations become the same as Eq. 5. Similarly, it can be shown by the same analysis 
that the throughput of LR was same in these four cases. The difference is that in case IV, 
the feed flow rate in LR was the same as that in case I; however, the step time of LR 
was half of that of case I. So, the throughput was still the same. The bed properties, 
adsorbent properties and operating conditions of these four PSA cycles were all the 
same and were summarized in Table 2.1.  
      All the simulating runs were compared and the qualified ones were picked out to 
connect with the distillation column to build a hybrid system. The distillation process 
was simulated using Chemsep
TM
 to get the duties in the reboiler and the partial 
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condenser, and the other values. The all the duties and costs were compared with the 
reference case to see which one gave the best saving. 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
      Table 2.2 shows the ethanol recovery and purity for the four different PSA cycles 
with feed flow rates (FF) ranging from 50000 to 150000 SLPM. Figure 2.6a and 2.6b also 
show the simulation results, including water recovery and purity in heavy product and 
ethanol recovery and purity in light product. The wide arrows in both figures show the 
direction of feed flow rate decreasing. As shown in Figure 2.6a, water recovery always 
goes up along with decreasing feed flow rate for all the cases. However, water purity 
reaches a maximum and then goes down except for case IV. With the same water 
recovery, the highest water purity is always obtained in case III. Figure 2.6b shows the 
corresponding ethanol recovery and purity, and higher purity and lower recovery is 
obtained along with decreasing feed flow rate. The arrow shows the required purity of 
fuel ethanol, which is 98.7 mol%. So among all the simulation results, those PSA units 
whose performances in Figure 2.6b are above the arrow satisfy the goal of this study by 
making fuel grade ethanol. The reference case, which is the commercial hybrid 
PSA-distillation system, is marked by a dot and the letter “R”. The performances of the 
other satisfactory PSA units are marked from left to right with I1 (Case I with 70000 
SLPM (FF)), I2 (Case I with 80000 SLPM (FF)), I3 (Case I with 90000 SLPM (FF)), IV 
(Case IV with 80000 SLPM (FF)), II (Case II with 60000 SLPM (FF)) and III (Case III 
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Table 2.1 PSA process parameters and conditions used in the DAPS. 
 
3A Zeolite-Ethanol Toth Isotherm Parameters: 
 n0 (mol/kg)  16.26 
 n1 (K
-1
)  -1.9×10
-2
 
 b0 (kPa
-1
)  1.6×10
-8
 
 t0 1.14 
 t1 (K)  -56.42 
 ∆H (kJ/mol)  57.95 
3A Zeolite LDF Mass Transfer Resistance: 
 kLDF
E
 (s
-1
)  1.0×10
-7
 
 kLDF
W
 (s
-1
)  1.2×10
-3
 
Bed Properties   
 length, Z (m)    7.5 or 5.0 or 3.75  
 outer radius, ro (m)    1.25   
 inner radius, ri (m)    1.2246   
 porosity, εb   0.31                                                             
Wall Properties 
 density, ρw (kg/m
3 
)  8000 
 thermal capacity, Cw (kJ/kg/K)   0.5 
 heat transfer coefficient, h (kW/m
2
/K)    0.0 (adiabatic) 
 temperature, Tw (K)  440.15 
Operating Conditions 
 PSA feed Temperature, TPSA (K)  440.15 
 high pressure, PH (kPa)  379.2 
 low pressure, PL (kPa)  13.8 
 feed flow rate (SLPM)  50,000 or 150,000 
 mole fraction ethanol in feed, yD 0.80 
3A Zeolite Adsorbent Properties 
 radius, rp (m)    0.005                                                                
 density, ρp (kg/m
3 
)  1116 
 porosity, εp 0.54 
 thermal capacity, Cp (kJ/kg/K)  1.045 
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Table 2.2 PSA performance for four different cycles with feed flow rates from 50000 to 150000 SLPM 
 
Ethanol Case I Case II Case III Case IV(F is half) 
 FF   Recovery  Purity Recovery Purity Recovery Purity Recovery Purity 
(SLPM)  (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
150000  89.98  93.39  94.15  91.76  95.47  88.75  89.14  91.27 
140000  89.63  94.27  -  -  -   -  -  - 
120000  88.71  96.25  93.54  94.51  95.08  90.80  89.34  94.00 
100000  87.35  98.29  -  -  -   -  -  - 
 90000  86.41  99.12  -  -  -   -  -  - 
 80000  85.22  99.66  91.72  96.62  93.94  95.27  88.36  98.82 
 70000  83.62  99.91  90.90  98.17  93.41  96.72  -  - 
 60000  -  - 89.80  99.37  92.68  98.17 - - 
 50000  -  -  -  -  91.66  99.22 - - 
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Figure 2.6 PSA performance of four PSA cycles with different feed flow rates. 
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with 50000 SLPM (FF)). If these cycles are used to replace the 2-bed 4-step PSA cycle, 
the PSA performance would improve. 
      Next, these favorable PSA units were connected to the distillation column to build 
the hybrid system, and the distillation column was simulated using Chemsep
TM
 to 
calculate the partial condenser and reboiler costs. The other costs were also calculated 
and added together to obtain the total operating cost to compare with the reference case. 
The method of calculating other costs were introduced in the previous work.
19 
      Figure 2.7 shows all the duties in the partial condenser, reboiler, distillate heater, 
side stream condenser and compressors. The duty was calculated as kJ/mol of fuel 
ethanol finally produced. Each column of points represents each case, and they are 
marked with the names introduced in Figure 2.6b. As shown in Figure 2.7, most duty is 
due to the partial condenser and reboiler in the distillation part, and the duties are much 
lower in the distillate heater, side stream condenser and compressor. The reference case, 
which is marked with “R”, requires more energy than the others in which new PSA cycles 
are used. Among all the PSA units, the unit with the case III cycle, which is marked by 
the square, always shows the lowest duty. So the least energy is required in case III, 
which has two Eq steps in the cycle. Then the total operating cost was calculated 
according to the duties and the utility prices summarized in Table 2.3. Figure 2.8a shows 
the total operating cost, which was calculated as dollars of mega mole of fuel ethanol 
finally produced. Each point represents each case, including the reference case. As shown 
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Figure 2.7 Duties in the partial condenser, reboiler, distillate heater, side stream 
condenser and compressors. 
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in the figure, the reference case requires more total operating cost than the others, and the 
hybrid system with a case III PSA unit requires the list cost, which is marked by label 
“III”. Figure 2.8b shows the percentage of total operating cost savings compared with the 
reference case (for the reference the savings are thus 0%). As shown in this figure, the 
total operating cost can be reduced with these new PSA units, with a maximum savings of 
17.82% if a case III PSA unit is used in the hybrid system. The improved PSA process 
performance stems from the use of Eq steps in the PSA cycle. 
      Not only do the operating costs decrease, but also the internal flows in the 
distillation column decrease. These results are shown in Figure 2.9a and 10b. V2 is the 
vapor phase flow from the 2
nd
 stage which is going into the partial condenser (Figure 
2.10a), and L51 is the liquid phase flow from the 51
st
 stage which is going into the 
reboiler (Figure 2.9b). ∆V2 and ∆L51 represent the difference of flows in the reference and 
new cases, which are defined as [V2 (reference case) - V2 (new case)] and [L51 (reference 
case) - L51 (new case)] respectively. These figures show the percentage reduction in these 
two flows compared to the reference case. The largest reduction was 12.98%, which was 
obtained by adding two Eq steps to the PSA cycle. Any reduction implies less mass is 
sent into the partial condenser and reboiler, which is why the operating cost of the partial 
condenser and reboiler are both reduced. It also means the throughput or capacity of the 
distillation column can be increased.      
2.5 Conclusions 
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Table 2.3 Utility Prices 
 
        Utility          Prices (¢/kWh) 
   Steam (200 psig)           1.083 
Cooling Water            1.7×10
-7
 
Compression (Electricity)       5 
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Figure 2.8 Total operating cost and savings of the new hybrid systems compared with the 
reference case. 
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Figure 2.9 Percentage reduction of the internal flows in the distillation column of the new 
hybrid systems compared with the reference case. 
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      In this work, four different “actual” PSA cycles were simulated and studied. 
These cycles were tested by keeping the same feed and light reflux throughput and by 
changing the feed flow rate to the PSA unit. Six cases, which could produce fuel grade 
ethanol, were picked out and marked with different labels. Then the flow rates and 
concentrations of all the streams in the hybrid process were calculated based on both the 
overall mass balance and units’ mass balance. The distillation process was simulated in 
Chemsep
TM
 to obtain the duties in the reboiler and partial condenser. The tray locations 
of the feed and the side stream were optimized by minimizing the duties in the reboiler 
and the partial condenser. All the other duties, which are in the side stream total 
condenser, distillate heater and compressors, were also calculated. Then the operating 
costs were calculated based on the utility prices, and compared with the reference case. 
The results show that the PSA performance can be improved by adding equalization 
steps in the PSA cycle. Less duty was required in the six favorable hybrid PSA systems 
than in the reference system, and the system with case III cycle required the least duty. 
Similar results were obtained for the total operating cost calculation. Based on the 
comparison between the reference and the improved cases, the maximum saving in total 
operating cost was obtained by using a PSA cycle with two equalization steps, which is 
about 18%. The flow rates of the internal flows in the distillation column were given by 
Chemsep
TM
 simulations. According to the comparison, the internal flows in the 
distillation column can be reduced in the new hybrid systems, and the maximum saving 
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was obtained in the hybrid system with a case III PSA cycle. It also means the 
distillation capacity can be increased by the same factor. Thus, equalization steps can 
improve the performance in the PSA unit, and reduce the total operating cost of the 
hybrid systems. 
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CHAPTER 3: SINGLE PSA SYSTEM AND DUAL TRAIN PSA SYSTEM FOR ETHANOL 
DEHYDRATION 
 
3.1 Summary 
      In Chapter 2, several new hybrid PSA-distillation processes with four different 
PSA cycles were designed, simulated and compared with the commercial hybrid process. 
The results show that the PSA performance can be improved by adding equalization steps 
in the cycle and about 18% of total operating cost can be saved. The cost was cut down 
due to the reduced energy use in the distillation process, so new processes with no 
distillation may be more energy efficient.  
      Two new systems with only PSA units were designed to replace the hybrid 
PSA-Distillation system. One is the single PSA system, and the other is the dual train 
PSA system. These two systems were simulated using the dynamic adsorption process 
simulator (DAPS) with different PSA cycles under different operating conditions. The 
PSA performance was compared and the total operating cost was estimated. 
Unfortunately, the single PSA system cannot satisfy the product recovery requirement 
and more total operating cost is required in the dual train PSA system due to high 
compression cost. 
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3.2 Introduction 
      As a gasoline alternative, the fuel ethanol production has been a very popular 
topic
1
 and more energy efficient processes are needed. In order to produce dehydrated 
ethanol, an additional process is applied which is usually azeotropic distillation. However, 
it has been supplanted by other less energy consuming processes, such as adsorption, 
liquid-liquid extraction, pervaporation and vapor permeation.
2-4
 Hybrid processes have 
also been developed and utilized commercially in industry.
5-7
 In the previous work, a new 
methodology of modeling hybrid PSA-distillation process was developed and improved 
PSA cycles were designed for ethanol dehydration.
8-9
 Results show that significant cost 
saving could be obtained by using the improved hybrid systems compared with the 
commercial hybrid system. Figure 3.1 shows the costs in the reboiler, compressors, and 
distillate heater the hybrid system. Cooling cost is negligible because cooling water is 
very cheap. Based on the calculation, more than 60% of the cost is consumed in partial 
condenser and reboiler. The cost is reduced by adding a high performance PSA unit in the 
system because the PSA unit is doing some separation work.  
      A new system was proposed to let the PSA unit take more separation work and 
make the cost in distillation as low as possible. It is a single PSA system, in which 
distillation column was removed and the feed to distillation is sent into the PSA unit 
directly. The high purity ethanol is produced as light product and water is produced as 
heavy product. Based on the results and cost calculation, more cost was required in this  
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Figure 3.1 Operating costs in the reboiler, compressors and distillate heater of the new 
hybrid PSA-distillation system for ethanol dehydration. 
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system, since the recovery of ethanol was lower than that in the hybrid system. In the 
dual train PSA system, another PSA unit was used to purify water, thus to increase the 
recovery of ethanol. In the first PSA unit, pure ethanol is produced as light product and 
the simulating process is the same as that of the PSA unit in the hybrid system. The heavy 
product stream which is water enriched is sent into the second PSA unit. The light 
product stream from the second PSA unit is sent back to the first PSA unit. Thus, these 
two PSA units constitute a “hybrid” PSA system. 
3.3 Single PSA System Simulation 
3.3.1 Modeling 
      In the hybrid PSA-distillation process, the feed is the product stream from the 
beer stripper. When removing the distillation column, as shown in Figure 3.2, the stream 
is directly fed into the PSA unit in which 98.7 mol% ethanol is produced as a light 
product and 99.5 mol% water is produced as a heavy product. Before simulation the 
single PSA process, the operating conditions need to be determined, such as feed flow 
rate, bed volume, etc. In the hybrid PSA-distillation system, the feed to PSA is 80 mol% 
ethanol, which is the distillate from distillation. In the single PSA system, the feed to PSA 
is 40 mol% ethanol. It is assumed that these two systems have the same ethanol product 
which is expressed by 
      1 280% 40%F F    (1)  
in which F is the feed flow rate. The subscript 1 represents the hybrid PSA-distillation  
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Figure 3.2 Single PSA system for ethanol dehydration. y – mole fraction of ethanol in 
each stream. 
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system and the subscript 2 represents the single PSA system. Thus, the feed flow rate in 
the single PSA is twice of that in the hybrid system. From the amount of water to be 
removed, the bed size of the single PSA system can be calculated. 
     𝐹𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟,1 = 𝐹1 × (1 − 80%)              (2)  
     𝐹𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟,2 = 𝐹2 × (1 − 40%)            (3)  
     𝐹𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟,2 = 6𝐹𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟,1                (4)  
     𝑉𝑏𝑒𝑑,2 = 6𝑉𝑏𝑒𝑑,1              (5) 
where Fwater is the amount of water needs to be removed; Vbed is the bed volume. 
According to the calculation, the bed volume in the single PSA system should be 6 times 
of that in the hybrid PSA-distillation system. In the simulation, the bed was enlarged by 
increasing the radius and keeping the height of the bed the same as that in the hybrid 
system.  
      The cycles for the single PSA system were the same as those in the hybrid 
PSA-distillation system, as shown in Figure 3.3. The details of the cycles were introduced 
in Chapter 2. Case I is a 2-bed 4-step cycle and the steps are feed (F), countercurrent 
depressurization (CnD), light reflux (LR) and light product pressurization (LPP). Case I 
is a 3-bed 6-step cycle which has one pair of equalization steps. Case III is a 4-bed 9-step 
cycle which has two pairs of equalization steps. Case IV is a 4-bed 6-step cycle which 
also has one pair of equalization steps. Bed length and step time was adjusted 
proportionally to keep the feed throughput and light reflux throughput the same for all of  
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Figure 3.3 Four different PSA cycles for ethanol-water separation are depicted. Each row 
represents one bed in the cycle, and the unit blocks represent the steps in each cycle. 
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the four cases with the same operating conditions. The feed flow rate was half of that in 
the first three cases, but the feed time was doubled. The adsorbent is 4A zeolite and its 
properties are summarized in Table 3.1 along with the bed properties and operating 
conditions. Simulations were carried out using dynamic adsorption process simulator 
(DAPS) with different total cycle time. The feed flow rate was 140000 SLPM in the first 
three cases and 7000 SLPM for Case IV. The high operating pressure was 125 kPa and 
the low operating pressure was 13.8 kPa.  
3.3.2 Results and Discussion 
      Table 3.2-3.3 show the PSA performance of all the single PSA simulations with 
total cycle time ranging from 480s to 3160s for Case I and IV; 150s to 690s for Case II 
and III. Figure 3.4 shows ethanol and water recovery and purity of all the four cases with 
different total cycle time. Each curve represents each case and the arrows in the figures 
show the direction of the total cycle time increasing. When the total cycle time increased, 
the feed step time increased proportionally. The water front moved closer to the end of 
the bed. Thus, more ethanol was pushed out of the bed to increase the recovery and some 
water broke through to contaminate the light product and decreased the purity of ethanol. 
Meantime, water recovery decreased due to breaking through into the light product. The 
regions close to the right up corner of the figures represent high PSA performance. As 
shown in Figure 3.4, Case I obtained the highest product recovery and purity. The purity 
of fuel ethanol is 98.7 mol%. According to the results shown in Table 3.2, it was very  
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Table 3.1 PSA process parameters and conditions used in the DAPS. 
 
3A Zeolite-Ethanol Toth Isotherm Parameters: 
 n0 (mol/kg)  16.26 
 n1 (K
-1
)  -1.9×10
-2
 
 b0 (kPa
-1
)  1.6×10
-8
 
 t0 1.14 
 t1 (K)  -56.42 
 ∆H (kJ/mol)  57.95 
3A Zeolite LDF Mass Transfer Resistance: 
 kLDF
E
 (s
-1
)  1.0×10
-7
 
 kLDF
W
 (s
-1
)  1.2×10
-3
 
Bed Properties   
 length, Z (m)    7.5 or 5.0 or 3.75  
 outer radius, ro (m)    3.0254   
 inner radius, ri (m)    3.0   
 porosity, εb   0.31                                                             
Wall Properties 
 density, ρw (kg/m
3 
)  8000 
 thermal capacity, Cw (kJ/kg/K)   0.5 
 heat transfer coefficient, h (kW/m
2
/K)    0.0 (adiabatic) 
 temperature, Tw (K)  440.15 
Operating Conditions 
 PSA feed Temperature, TPSA (K)  440.15 
 high pressure, PH (kPa)  125.0 
 low pressure, PL (kPa)  13.8 
 feed flow rate (SLPM)  140,000 
 mole fraction ethanol in feed, yD 0.40 
  Total cycle time tc variable 
3A Zeolite Adsorbent Properties 
 radius, rp (m)    0.005                                                                
 density, ρp (kg/m
3 
)  1116 
 porosity, εp 0.54 
 thermal capacity, Cp (kJ/kg/K)  1.045 
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Table 3.2 PSA performance of single PSA system with four different cycles and different 
total cycle time: Ethanol recovery (R) and Purity (P)  
 
Ethanol  Case I  Case II  Case III  Case IV 
 tc (s)  R (%) P (%) R (%) P (%) R (%) P (%) R (%)  P (%) 
150 - -  - -  59.92  99.62  -  - 
185 -  - -  -  64.77  98.76  -  - 
225  -  -  -  -  68.41  97.18  -  - 
260  -  -  61.33  99.99  71.43  96.01  -  - 
335  -  -  66.76  99.90  75.27  93.97  -  - 
410  -  -  70.18  99.51  77.75  92.63  -  - 
480  54.80  100.00  72.56  98.97  79.38  91.73  59.23  100.00 
550  58.67  100.00  74.16  98.43  80.33  91.16  60.77  100.00 
621  61.62  100.00  75.46  96.99  81.21  90.65  62.24  100.00 
690  63.90  100.00  76.64  96.48  81.91  90.23  63.26  100.00 
760  65.85  100.00  -  -  -  -  64.10  100.00 
910  69.04  100.00  -  -  -  - 65.44  100.00 
  985  -  -  -  - -  -  65.96  100.00 
1060  71.29  100.00  -  -  -  -  66.41  100.00 
1360  74.16  100.00  -  -  -  - 67.73  99.98 
1660  75.95  100.00  -  -  -  -  68.58  99.91 
1960  77.09  99.99  -  -  -  -  69.32  99.59 
2260  77.87  99.93  -  -  -  - 69.62  98.67 
2560  78.47  99.61  -  -  -  -  69.90  96.67 
2860  79.18  98.21  -  -  -  - 70.91  92.46 
3160  80.04  94.96  -  -  -  -  -  - 
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Table 3.3 PSA performance of single PSA system with four different cycles and different 
total cycle time: Water recovery (R) and purity (P)  
 
Water  Case I  Case II  Case III  Case IV 
 tc (s)  R (%) P (%) R (%) P (%) R (%) P (%) R (%)  P (%) 
150 - -  - -  99.76  78.68  -  - 
185 -  - -  -  99.31  80.57  -  - 
225  -  -  -  -  98.53  82.36  -  - 
260  -  -  99.99  79.40  97.80  83.60  -  - 
335  -  -  99.90  81.69  96.52  85.33  -  - 
410  -  -  99.68  83.24  95.56  86.45  -  - 
480  100.00  76.57  99.39  84.30  94.87  87.22  100.00  78.33 
550  100.00  78.13  99.10  85.04  94.40  87.68  99.99  79.01 
621  100.00  38.97  98.50  85.76  93.96  88.11  99.98  79.60 
690  100.00  36.61  98.07  86.14  93.59  88.45  99.97  80.06 
760  100.00  34.67  -  -  -  -  99.99  80.44 
910  100.00  31.53  -  -  -  - 99.99  81.09 
  985  -  -  -  - -  -  99.98  81.32 
1060  100.00 29.31  -  -  -  -  99.98  81.51 
1360  99.98  85.04  -  -  -  - 99.95  82.08 
1660  99.96  85.91  -  -  -  -  99.86  82.46 
1960  99.93  86.48  -  -  -  -  99.66  82.76 
2260  99.86  86.87  -  -  -  - 99.23  82.82 
2560  99.65  87.15  -  -  -  -  98.33  82.83 
2860  98.85  87.43  -  -  -  - 96.82  83.11 
3160  96.70  87.65  -  -  -  -  -  - 
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Figure 3.4 a) Water recovery and purity produced in the single PSA system with four 
different PSA cycles; b) ethanol recovery and purity produced in the single PSA system 
with four different PSA cycles. 
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easy to reach the required ethanol purity with these four PSA cycles, and even purer 
ethanol could be produced. However, compared with the performance of the hybrid 
PSA-distillation system, the purity of water produced in the single PSA system was much 
lower. In another word, the recovery of ethanol could not reach the required level. So it 
was hard to produce both pure heavy product and light product from only one PSA unit. 
Another separation step is needed to purify water and increase the recovery of ethanol. 
3.4 Dual Train PSA System Simulation 
3.4.1 Modeling 
      The dual train PSA system, which is also a hybrid PSA system, is comprised by 
two PSA units, as shown in Figure 3.5. PSA I was the one in the single PSA system and it 
was simulated with four different cycles. The simulation with Case I cycle and 2560s 
total cycle time, which obtained the best performance, was taken as an example of the 
performance in PSA I. 99.61 mol% ethanol was produced as the light product. The water 
purity from PSA I was 87.15 mol%, and it was sent into PSA II, in which water was 
purified to 99.5 mol% as the heavy product. The other stream from PSA II which was 
ethanol enriched was sent back into PSA I. If ethanol purity from PSA II was about 40 
mol%, the stream could be mixed with the feed to PSA I. The flow rates of all the other 
streams could be calculated from the mass balance. In the actual PSA simulation, the feed 
flow rate, which was the sum of F1 and R, was 140000 SLPM, and it was the same as that 
in the single PSA system simulation. Then the corresponding feed flow rate to PSA II             
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Figure 3.5 Dual Train PSA system. C1 and C2 – compressors; F1 – feed to PSA I; F2 – 
feed to PSA II; HP – heavy product (water enriched); LP – light product (ethanol 
enriched); R – recycled stream from PSA II; y – mole fraction of ethanol. 
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could be calculated and it was 95725 SLPM. The operating temperature was 440.15 K; 
high operating pressure was 125 kPa; low operating pressure was 13.8 kPa. 
      The first three cycles in Figure 3.3 were used to simulate PSA II process. The 
total cycle time was set to be the same as that of PSA I, which was 2560 s, since PSA I 
was connected to PSA II and these two units needed to finish each cycle at the same time. 
The variable was bed size ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 times of the bed sized of PSA I. The 
heavy product pure water was supposed to be produced from PSA II, and pure ethanol 
was not required in this process, so water breaking through was allowed to push as much 
ethanol out of the bed as possible by reducing the bed size. The same adsorbent 3A 
zeolite was used as PSA I simulation and its properties are summarized in 2.1. The other 
operating conditions were also the same as those in PSA I simulations. 
3.4.2 Results and Discussion 
      The simulation results of PSA II of the dual train PSA system were summarized in 
Table 3.4 and Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6a shows water recovery and purity and Figure 3.6b 
show ethanol recovery and purity. The arrows at the bottom of the figures represent the 
direction of bed volume decreasing. As the bed volume decreased, the water front moved 
to the end of the bed and pushed more ethanol out of the bed. Thus, water purity 
increased, but water recovery decreased due to water breaking through in the feed step. 
The single circle in the figures was the goal of the performance (water recovery 78.47%; 
water purity 99.50%; ethanol recovery 97.32%; ethanol purity 40%), which was the ideal  
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Table 3.4 PSA performance of PSA II of the dual train PSA system with three different 
cycles: recovery (R) and purity (P)  
 
Water  Case I  Case II  Case III   
 Z2 R (%) P (%) R (%) P (%) R (%) P (%)  
1.0×Z1  100.00  93.97  -  -  80.65  94.89  
0.8×Z1  100.00  94.71  74.55  98.55  63.58  94.91  
0.7×Z1   97.30  94.81  65.75  98.59  55.55  95.52  
0.6×Z1   72.97  97.28  57.84  98.53  -  -  
0.5×Z1   60.58  97.68  -  -  -  -  
Ethanol  Case I  Case II  Case III   
 Z2 R (%) P (%) R (%) P (%) R (%) P (%)  
1.0×Z1   56.19  100.00  -  -  71.72  44.10  
0.8×Z1   62.12  100.00  94.28  32.82  77.41  28.59  
0.7×Z1   64.17   85.12  94.73  26.78  82.53  23.96  
0.6×Z1   86.83   27.54  95.05  23.36  -  -  
0.5×Z1   90.22   22.64  -  -  -  -  
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Figure 3.6 a) water recovery and purity in PSA II of the dual train PSA system; b) ethanol 
recovery and purity of PSA II of the dual train PSA system. 
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performance of PSA II of the dual train PSA system. As shown in the figures, the cycle 
with one pair of equalization steps had better performance than the simple 4-bed 4-step 
cycle. However, none of the simulations could obtain the goal performance. The cycle 
with two pairs of equalization steps did not have better performance as it did in the hybrid 
PSA-distillation system. 
      Details of the cycles were analyzed to understand the relation between the cycles 
and the performance. Water was produced as heavy product from counter current 
depressurization (CnD) and light reflux (LR), and water purity depended on the streams 
coming out of these two steps. Figure 3.7 shows the mass balance in counter current 
depressurization (CnD) and light reflux (LR) of each cycle. The numbers were the moles 
of ethanol or water going into or out of each step. The numbers with % were the 
percentages of water or ethanol in each stream. As shown in the cycle schedule tables in 
Figure 3.7, LR took the downstream from the feed step (F). During feed, ethanol fraction 
in the downstream was high in the beginning and then went down as water started to 
break through. In Case I, the purity of water from CnD was 98.84%. LR took the 
downstream from the middle part of feed step, in which water purity was 85.46%. Then 
these two streams were mixed to get the final water purity which was 94.17%. In Case II, 
during the equalization steps, water front was pushed closer to the end of the bed after 
feed, and almost all the ethanol was pushed out of the bed. So pure water was produced 
from CnD. LR was taking the downstream from the last part of feed which contains more 
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Figure 3.7 Mass balance analysis in counter current depressurization (CnD) and light 
reflux (LR) steps. W – water; E – ethanol; the numbers represent the moles in each 
stream in and out the bed; the numbers with % represent water or ethanol purity. 
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water. So water purity from LR was also very high, which results in high purity final 
product. In case III, LR took the downstream from the first part of feed which contains 
more ethanol. Thus, the pure water stream from CnD was diluted by the stream from LR. 
So the cycle with two pairs of equalization steps did not obtain better performance as the 
hybrid PSA-distillation system. LR is usually applied when pure light product is required. 
However, in PSA II of the dual train PSA system, pure heavy product was required. Thus, 
LR was not as necessary as it was in the hybrid PSA-distillation system, or less mass 
should be sent into LR. Next, Case II was simulated with less mass going into LR to 
increase final water purity. 
      Figure 3.8 and Table 3.5 shows the simulation results including the previous ones 
and the new ones of Case II with less mass into LR. Much better performance was 
obtained and the goal performance was reached with new Case II cycle design. The less 
mass was going into LR, the purer water was produced. The total operating cost of the 
dual train PSA system were estimated to compare with the hybrid PSA-distillation system, 
as shown in Table 3.6. Unfortunately, the dual train PSA system requires more total 
operating cost due to the high compression cost. 
3.5 Conclusions 
      The new hybrid PSA-distillation system could obtain significant cost saving 
because the PSA unit did some separation work, thus the reboiler cost of the distillation 
process was reduced. So a single PSA system was developed to replace the hybrid  
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Figure 3.8 PSA performance of PSA II of the dual train PSA system with less LR and 
Case II cycle. 
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Table 3.5 PSA performance of PSA II of the dual train PSA system with three different 
cycles: recovery (R) and purity (P)  
 
Case II (Less LR)  Water  Ethanol   
 Z2 R (%) P (%) R (%) P (%)  
 1.0×Z1  86.57  99.17  97.63  52.84    
 0.7×Z1 76.67  99.50  98.26  38.55   
 0.6×Z1 66.04  99.54  98.55  28.79 
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Table 3.6 Comparison of the total operating cost ($/Mmol of fuel ethanol) of the hybrid 
PSA-distillation system (Hybrid) and the dual train PSA system (Dual). 
 
Unit ($)     Reboiler/      Heater      Compressors     Total Operating   
           Condenser                                      Cost 
Hybrid  388.94  29.05  177.98 595.96   
 Dual  -  43.75   837.03  880.77   
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PSA-distillation system. The feed to the distillation column of the hybrid PSA-distillation 
system was directly sent into a PSA unit. Several simulations were taken with four 
different PSA cycles and the effect of the total cycle time was investigated. Shorter cycle 
time improved in ethanol purity, but decreased water purity and ethanol recovery. 
According to the simulation results, fuel ethanol could be produced from the single PSA 
system, however the water purity was much lower than that produced from the hybrid 
PSA-distillation system. So another PSA unit was applied after to purify water. 
      The dual train PSA system was comprised by two PSA units, in which PSA I had 
the same performance as that in the single PSA system. The heavy product stream from 
PSA I was sent into the second PSA unit, PSA II, from which pure water was produced 
has heavy product and the light product stream was recycled to PSA I. Three different 
cycles were used to simulate PSA II process. The analysis of the mass balance of these 
three cycles and additional simulations proved that less mass into LR could obtain better 
PSA performance. Total operating cost was estimated for the dual train PSA system and 
the comparison with the hybrid PSA-distillation system showed that more cost was 
required due to the high compression cost.   
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CHAPTER 4: MODELING OF HYBRID PRESSURE SWING ADSORPTION-DISTILLATION 
PROCESS FOR PROPANE/PROPYLENE SEPARATION 
 
4.1 Summary 
      A new configuration, hybrid PSA-distillation process, was introduced for 
propane/propylene separation. Different PSA cycles were developed and examined to 
determine if a hybrid PSA-distillation process can be more energy efficient than the 
commercial distillation alone. First, a simple procedure using a “black-box” PSA process 
was used to find more energy efficient hybrid configurations for propane/propylene 
separation. Then, the dynamic adsorption process simulator (DAPS) was used to search 
for an “actual” PSA process with the same or similar performance as that of the 
“black-box” PSA process. The total operating cost for each hybrid system was calculated 
and compared with the commercial distillation process.  
4.2 Introduction 
      Polymer grade propylene is important and widely used in the manufacture of 
many chemicals and plastics, especially used as monomer feedstock for polypropylene 
elastomer production. Its purity cannot be less than 99.5 mol%. Propane/propylene 
mixture is one of the products from the thermal or catalytic cracking of hydrocarbons, 
and then separated in a C3 splitter. In the traditional distillation, the relative volatility for 
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this system is between 1.05 and 1.22 at the temperature in the range of 100-160 °F and at 
the pressure in the range of 189-454 psia.
1
 The separation is commonly performed in 
columns with more than 200 trays with reflux ratios about 13, and a high operating 
pressure 14.4 atm is needed.
2
 Thus, propane/propylene separation is one of the most 
energy consuming chemical process in industry. New processes must be developed to 
replace the traditional distillation and to substantially reduce the current use of energy. 
Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) is one of the options.  
      Jarvelin and Fair studied the adsorption equilibria and Kinetics of propane and 
propylene in zeolite 4A, 5A, 13X and activated carbon.
3
 Huang et al. constructed the 
mathematical models based on their experimental adsorption and desorption rate for pure 
propylene, pure propane, and propane/propylene mixtures on 13X zeolite at different 
temperatures and compositions.
4
 Da Silva and Rodrigues investigated propane/propylene 
single-adsorption equilibrium isotherms and mass transfer kinetics over 13X. They also 
designed a vacuum swing adsorption process (VSA) with five steps to split an equimolar 
mixture of propane and propylene. Propylene was enriched to 98 mol%, however the 
recovery is only 19 mol% with a productivity of 0.785 mol/kg/h.
5-6
 Carbon molecular 
sieve has a selectivity of 2.3 at 343 K and 1.7 at 423 K in the low-pressure range, and a 
five-step cycle could produce 83 mol% propylene with 84% recovery.
7-9
 Several 
literatures offered adsorption kinetics and experimental data on the isotherms of propane 
and propylene in silica gel.
10-12
 4A zeolite is a popular adsorbent for propane/propylene 
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separation, and Rodrigues has done a lot of study on it including kinetics and PSA 
cycles.
13-16
 Single vacuum pressure swing (VPSA) could produce propylene with purity 
higher than 99.6%, but only 67% recovery. A dual VPSA system could increase 
propylene recovery significantly; however its energy consumption was higher than that of 
the traditional distillation.
17
 So replacing distillation with PSA process is not a way to 
reduce the current use of energy in propane/propylene separation. Ritter et al published 
their work on the methodology of modeling hybrid PSA-distillation system for ethanol 
dehydration and proved that significant savings were obtained using the new hybrid 
system with new designed PSA cycles.
18 
Hybrid PSA-distillation process combines the 
features and strengths of both PSA and distillation and has big potential on energy saving. 
In this work, hybrid PSA-distillation configuration was developed for propane/propylene 
separation to replace the traditional distillation. A 10-step 6-bed PSA cycle was applied 
and simulated with 4A zeolite as the adsorbent and with different operating conditions. 
Costs were calculated and compared with the traditional distillation to investigate the 
potential saving. 
4.3 Modeling 
4.3.1 “Black-Box” PSA Simulation 
      Figure 4.1a depicts the flow sheet of the commercial distillation system
19
 used in 
industry for propane propylene separation. It is a fractional distillation column with 232  
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Figure 4.1 a) Commercial distillation system for propane propylene separation. b) Hybrid 
PSA-distillation system for propane propylene separation. x and y represents mole 
fraction of propylene in each stream. 
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trays plus one partial condenser and one reboiler. The partial condenser is counted as the 
1
st
 tray, and the reboiler is counted as the 234
th
 tray. Saturated liquid containing 70 mol% 
propylene (xF = 0.70) is fed into the 147
th
 tray, and the flow rate is assumed to be 1 
kmol/s. 99.7 mol% propylene (yD = 0.997) is produced as distillate, and 98 mol% propane 
(xB = 0.02) is produced as the bottom product. The column pressure is 14.4 atm. This 
commercial distillation process was considered as a reference in this study. In the 
PSA-distillation process, as shown in Figure 4.1b, a PSA unit is connected to the middle 
of distillation column. A gas phase side stream S which contains 75 mol% propylene (yS = 
0.75) is taken from the distillation column and sent into the PSA unit. Propylene is 
produced as heavy product in PSA and the gas phase product stream (HP) is returned to 
the upper part of the distillation column; propane is produced as light product and the gas 
phase product stream (LP) is returned to the lower part of the distillation column. The 
high operating pressure in PSA is 14.4 atm, which is the same as that in the distillation 
column. The low operating pressure is 0.7 or 1 atm. So a compressor is used to bring the 
pressure of the heavy product stream from 0.7 or 1 atm up to 14.4 atm. Light product 
(propane) purity (yLP) from PSA was assumed to be 95 mol% and the recovery (RL) was 
assumed to range from 80 to 95%. With this assumed process performance, the PSA unit 
is considered as a “black box”. The feed stream PSA is the side stream from the 
distillation column, and the flow rate ratio of the feed to PSA and distillation S/F was 
considered as a variable, ranged from 0.025 to 0.5. The overall mass balance is given by 
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Eq. 1 and 2 
      𝐹 = 𝐵 + 𝐷 (1) 
      𝐹𝑦𝐹 = 𝐵𝑥𝐵 + 𝐷𝑦𝐷 (2) 
from which the flow rates of the distillate (D) and the bottom product (B) are calculated 
      𝐷 = 𝐹
𝑦𝐹−𝑥𝐵
𝑦𝐷−𝑥𝐵
 (3) 
      𝐵 = 𝐹
𝑥𝐹−𝑦𝐷
𝑥𝐵−𝑦𝐷
 (4) 
Propane recovery in PSA is given by Eq. 5 
      𝑅𝐿 =
𝑅(1−𝑦𝑅)
𝑆(1−𝑦𝑆)
 (5) 
Combining with PSA mass balance Eq. 6 and 7, product stream flow rates (HP and LP) 
and composition (yHP) can be calculated.  
      𝑆 = 𝐻𝑃 + 𝐿𝑃 (6) 
      𝑆𝑦𝑆 = 𝐻𝑃𝑦𝐻𝑃 + 𝐿𝑃𝑦𝐿𝑃 (7) 
      𝐿𝑃 = 𝑅𝐿𝑆
(1−𝑦𝑆)
(1−𝑦𝐿𝑃)
 (8) 
      𝐻𝑃 = 𝑆 − 𝐿𝑃 (9) 
      𝑦𝐻𝑃 =
𝑆𝑦𝑆−𝐿𝑃𝑦𝐿𝑃
𝐻𝑃
 (10) 
The distillation process was simulated in Chemsep
TM
 to obtain the partial condenser and 
reboiler duties. In Chemsep
TM
, S was considered as a side stream and HP and LP were 
considered as two extra feed streams to the distillation column. The compressor duty was 
calculated from Eq. 11. 
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      𝑄𝐶 =
𝛾
𝛾−1
𝑅𝑇 [(
𝑃𝐻
𝑃𝐿
)
𝛾
𝛾−1
− 1]
1
𝜂
?̇? (11) 
where γ is the isentropic constant, which is 1.4; η = 0.8, which is the efficiency of the 
compressors; n  is the flow rate of a stream, mol/s; and T is the absolute temperature of 
a stream. The total operating cost was calculated according to the utility prices listed in 
Table 2.3. Then, the total operating cost of the hybrid processes was compared to that of 
the reference case.   
4.3.2 “Actual” PSA Simulation 
      The “black-box” PSA analyses that resulted in energy savings (and thus internal 
flow reductions in the distillation column) relative to the reference case provided PSA 
performance targets for an “actual” PSA process. DAPS (Dynamic Adsorption Process 
Simulator) was used to simulated the actual PSA process. The adsorbent was 4A zeolite. 
Figure 4.2 shows the adsorption isotherms of propane and propylene on 4A zeolite. The 
upper three curves are the loadings of propylene at three different temperatures (373, 423 
and 473 K).  The other two curves are the loadings of propane at two different 
temperatures (423 and 473 K). The circles and squares are experimental data
17
 and the 
lines are results obtained by fitting the experimental data to the Two-Process Langmuir 
model
20
, which is given by Eqs. 12 to 14. 
      𝑞 =
𝑞𝑆𝐴𝑏𝐴𝑃
1+𝑏𝐴𝑃
+
𝑞𝑆𝐵𝑏𝐵𝑃
1+𝑏𝐵𝑃
 (12) 
      𝑏𝐴 = 𝑏0𝐴exp⁡(
Δ𝐻𝐴
𝑅𝑇
) (13) 
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Figure 4.2 Adsorption isotherms of propane and propylene in 4A zeolite at different 
temperatures. Circles and squares represent experimental data and lines represent fits to 
the two-process Langmuir model. 
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      𝑏𝐵 = 𝑏0𝐵exp⁡(
Δ𝐻𝐵
𝑅𝑇
) (14) 
where q is the equilibrium loading (mol/kg); qs is the saturation loading (mol/kg); b0 is 
the pre-exponential factor (1/kPa); ΔH is the isosteric heat of adsorption (kJ/mol). The 
values of these parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. The mass transfer coefficients of 
propane and propylene on 4A zeolite are shown in Table 4.2. The higher the temperature 
is, the larger the value of the mass transfer coefficients. As shown in Figure 4.2, there is 
no large difference in the loading of propane and propylene on 4A zeolite at the same 
temperature. However, the mass transfer coefficient of propane is much smaller than that 
of propylene. So when the gas mixture of propane and propylene is passed through the 
PSA bed packed with 4A zeolite, propylene diffuses much faster than propane into the 
pores, leaving relatively more propane in the gas phase. In the “actual” PSA simulation, 
the bed was isolated and the temperature was not constant. In order to include the 
temperature effect, the values of mass transfer coefficients k were expressed by Eq. 5 and 
6.
15
 
      𝐷𝑐 = 𝐷𝑐
0exp⁡(
−𝐸𝑎
𝑅𝑇
) (15) 
      𝑘 =
15𝐷𝑐
𝑟𝑐
2  (16) 
where Dc is the crystal diffusivity; Dc
0
 is the limiting diffusivity at high temperatures; Ea 
is the activation energy; rc is the crystal radius.  
      Figure 4.3 shows the 6-bed 10-step PSA cycle for propane propylene separation. The 
steps are feed (F), equalization one and two (EQ1 and EQ2), concurrent depressurization  
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Table 4.1 PSA process simulation parameters and conditions used in the DAPS 
 
2-P Langmuir Isotherm Parameters  C3H8  C3H6 
qSA (mol/kg) 1.69 1.13 
qSB (mol/kg)  0.54
  
0.98 
b0A (1/kPa)  1.39×10
-5 
2.55×10
-7
 
b0B (1/kPa)  1.95×10
-12 
6.42×10
-6
 
ΔHA (kJ/mol) -20.733 -44.42 
ΔHB (kJ/mol)  -65.24 -23.74 
Bed Properties 
length, Z (m)  0.87 
outer radius, ro (m)  0.0106 
inner radius, ri (m)  0.0105 
porosity, εb  0.37 
Wall Properties 
density, ρw (kg/m
3 
)   8238 
thermal capacity, Cw (kJ/kg/K)   0.5 
heat transfer coefficient, h (kW/m
2
/K)   0 (adiabatic) 
temperature, Tw (K)  418;428;433;438 
Operating Conditions 
feed temperature, TPSA (K) 418;428;433;438 
high pressure, PH (atm)  14.4 
low pressure, PL (atm)  0.7 or 1.0 
feed flow rate FPSA (SLPM)  0.55;0.60;0.65;1.00 
mole fraction of propylene in feed, yS 0.75 
Adsorbent Properties 
crystal radius, rc (m)  1.9×10
-6
 
pellet radius, rp (m)  0.0008 
density, ρp (kg/m
3 
) 1210 
 
porosity, εp  0.34 
thermal capacity, Cp (kJ/kg/K)  0.92  
Kinetic Properties                  C3H8 C3H6 
activation energy, Ea (kJ/mol)  23.67 15.61 
limiting diffusivity, Dc
0
(m
2
/s)  2.26×10
-15 
4.66×10
-14
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Table 4.2 Mass transfer coefficients (1/s) of propane and propylene in 4A zeolite. 
 
 373K  423K 473K 433K 
 C3H6  1.26E-03  2.29E-03  3.66E-03  2.53E-03 
 C3H8  4.55E-06 1.12E-05 2.28E-05 1.31E-05 
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(CoD), countercurrent depressurization (CnD), light reflux (LR), idle (I),light product 
pressurization (LPP). During F step, 75 mol% propylene was fed into the bed at a 
constant pressure, which was the high operating pressure. Then the bed was connected to 
another bed to release some gas and equalize the pressure to the first intermediate 
pressure, followed by the second equalization step in which the bed was depressurized to 
the second intermediate pressure. The bed was again depressurized through the light end 
to a lower pressure during CoD step, and then depressurized through the heavy end to the 
low operating pressure during CnD step. The mass from CoD step was sent into LR step 
to purge the bed. All the valves were closed and the pressure was constant in I step, since 
it was used to make the cycle schedule reasonable and complete. Part of the light gas 
from F steps was sent into LPP step to pressurize the bed again to the high operating 
pressure. This cycle scheduled was designed based on the cycles reported in the 
literatures.
16
 The bed properties, adsorbent properties and operating conditions were 
summarized in Table 4.1. 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 “Black-Box” PSA Simulation 
      Figure 4.4 shows the partial condenser and reboiler costs of the hybrid systems in 
which the PSA unit was considered as a black box. The x-axis is the flow rate ratio of the 
feed to the PSA unit and distillation column. The y-axis is the cost calculated as dollars 
per mega mole of propylene finally produced. Each curve represents a different assumed 
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Figure 4.3 6-bed 10-step cycle schematic and schedule for propane propylene separation. F: feed step; EQ: equalization step; CoD: 
concurrent depressurization step; CnD: countercurrent depressurization step; LR: light reflux step; I: idle step; LPP: light product 
pressurization step.
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Figure 4.4 Partial condenser and reboiler cost for different feed flow rate ratios to PSA 
and distillation (S/F) units for different propane recoveries (RL) in the PSA unit. 
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propane recovery in the PSA unit. The point at S/F = 0 represents the cost of the 
reference process which is the simple distillation. Two different low operating pressures 
were tested in the hybrid process; however, the low pressure did not affect the partial 
condenser and reboiler costs. Both the feed flow rate ratio S/F and propane recovery in 
PSA RL had strong effects on the partial condenser and reboiler costs. As shown in Figure 
4.4, both larger feed flow rate ratio S/F and higher propane recovery RL helped in 
reducing partial condenser and reboiler costs. Larger feed flow rate ratio S/F means more 
mass was taken from the distillation column and sent into the PSA unit, so more 
separation work was done in the PSA unit, resulting in the reduction of distillation work 
and energy consumption in both the partial condenser and reboiler. 
      The heavy product stream (HP) was at the low operating pressure of PSA, so a 
compressor was used to compress this stream to the operating pressure of the distillation 
column, which was 14.4 atm. Two different PSA low operating pressures were tested in 
the cost calculation. Figure 4.5 shows the compression cost when the low operating 
pressure in PSA was 0.7 atm (Figure 4.5a) and 1.0 atm (Figure 4.5b) respectively. Each 
curve represents the compression cost with certain propane recovery (RL) in PSA. 
Obviously, more compression cost was required with a lower low operating pressure 
because of the larger pressure difference between the distillation column and the PSA unit. 
When the feed flow rate ratio S/F was larger, more mass was sent into the PSA unit, 
resulting in more mass in the product streams. So more compression cost was required. 
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Figure 4.5 Compression cost for two different low operating pressures in the PSA unit. a) 
PL = 0.7 atm; b) PL = 1.0 atm. 
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However, there was almost no effect of propane recovery (RL) on compression cost, 
which means the PSA performance did not affect the compression cost much. Thus, the 
mass in the product streams from the PSA unit plays a more important role than the PSA 
performance in affecting compression cost.  
      All the costs were added together to obtain the total operating cost, including the 
cost of the partial condenser, reboiler and PSA product compressor. It should be noticed 
that the temperature difference existed between the distillation column and the PSA unit. 
So both heaters and condensers were needed to change the temperature of the streams 
connected these two units. However, heat integration is usually utilized in industry. So the 
cost in the stream heaters and condensers were not considered in the total operating cost. 
Figure 4.6 shows the total operating cost savings compared to the reference case for the 
two different low operating pressures in the PSA unit (0.7 atm, Figure 4.6a; 1.0 atm, 
Figure 4.6b). The savings reached a maximum, and then decreased with increasing feed 
flow rate ratio S/F. When S/F was small, the partial condenser and reboiler costs 
decreased, and the compression cost was little. So there was some savings in the total 
operating cost. However, when S/F was larger than a certain value, the total operating 
cost was higher than the reference case due to the higher compression cost overwhelming 
any cost savings associated with the partial condenser and reboiler. A higher low 
operating pressure in the PSA unit also resulted in more total operating cost savings due 
to less compression cost.  
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Figure 4.6 Total operating cost saving for two different low operating pressures in PSA. a) 
PL = 0.7 atm; b) PL = 1.0 atm. 
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4.4.2 “Actual” PSA Simulation 
      The “actual PSA” simulations were carried out at different operating conditions 
which are summarized in Table 4.1. The PSA performances are shown in Table 4.3. Four 
different temperatures, two different low operating pressures and four different feed flow 
rates were investigated. High temperature improved mass transfer of gas into the 
adsorbent; low operating pressure helped in regenerating the adsorbent. Thus, both of 
these two conditions resulted in better PSA performance. Bigger feed flow rate helped in 
increasing the purity of heavy product (C3H6), however it caused more heavy product 
breaking through, resulting in lower propylene recovery and propane purity. Thus, 
smaller feed flow rate would be used. Four of these runs were chosen as the PSA process 
in the hybrid system, which were italicized in Table 4.3. The product streams information 
from the PSA unit was collected and put into Chemsep
TM
 to simulate the distillation 
process. In Chemsep
TM
, the feed stream to PSA was considered as a side stream of 
distillation; its concentration was the same as the feed concentration to PSA and its flow 
rate was determined by the feed flow rate ratio S/F ranged from 0.1 to 0.5. The two 
product streams from PSA were considered as two extra feed streams to distillation; their 
concentration was determined by the PSA simulation results and flow rates were 
calculated based on mass balance for each corresponding feed flow rate ratio S/F. After 
simulating the distillation process in Chemsep
TM
, the energy information in partial 
condenser and reboiler was collected to calculate the cost. Also, the compression cost was 
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Table 4.3 PSA performance for propane/propylene separation with different operating 
conditions. 
 
 Operating Conditions  Propylene (C3H6)  Propane (C3H8) 
 Run  TPSA  PL  FPSA  Recovery  Purity  Recovery  Purity 
 No.  (K)  (atm)  (SLPM)  (%) (%) (%) (%) 
 1  433  0.7  0.55  91.38  91.97  76.08  75.53 
 2  433  0.7  1.00  57.33 93.01 86.91 49.23 
 3  438  0.7  1.00  59.44 93.47 87.48 50.67 
 4  438  0.7  0.55  92.66 91.90 75.23 78.09 
 5  428  0.7  0.55  90.34 91.54 74.95 73.69 
 6  418  0.7  0.55  86.44 90.84 73.57 68.24 
 7  438  0.7  0.60  89.61 92.75 78.86 73.61 
 8  438  0.7  0.65  85.07 93.07 80.69 69.26 
 9  438  1.0  0.65  78.39 92.03 79.34 61.79 
 10  438  1.0  0.55  88.20 91.52 75.46 70.21 
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calculated from Eq. 11 based on the simulation results of both PSA and distillation. The 
total operating cost was then calculated for each “actual” PSA simulation and each feed 
flow rate ratio S/F, and then compared with that of the reference case which is the simple 
distillation. The heating and cooling cost for the streams between PSA and distillation 
was not included in the total operating cost, because usually heat integration was utilized 
in industry.  
      Figure 4.7 shows the partial condenser and reobiler costs in the hybrid systems 
with these four PSA units. The costs dropped immediately as a stream was drawn from 
the distillation column and sent into a PSA unit. The point at S/F = 0 shows the cost of 
the reference case. Similar to the “black-box” PSA simulations, a larger feed flow rate 
ratio S/F resulted in less partial condenser and reboiler costs. The runs with higher 
temperature and lower low operating pressure had lower partial condenser and reboiler 
cost.  However, the cost difference was not much among these four hybrid simulations. 
Figure 4.8 shows compression cost, and as shown in the figure, a large amount of 
compression cost was required in these four hybrid systems. Run 9 required less 
compression cost than the other three because of its higher low operating pressure in PSA.  
Then all the costs were summed to get total operating cost and compared with the 
reference to get the total operating cost saving, as shown in Figure 4.9. The total 
operating cost saving increased with the elevation of feed flow rate ratio S/F, and then 
decreased to negative number. S/F represented how much mass was drawn from the 
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Figure 4.7 Partial condenser and reboiler cost of the hybrid PSA-distillation system based 
on “actual” PSA simulations. 
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Figure 4.8 Compressor cost in the hybrid PSA-distillation system based on “actual” PSA 
simulations. 
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Figure 4.9 Total operating cost saving in hybrid PSA-distillation system based on “actual” 
PSA simulations compared with commercial distillation system.  
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distillation column and sent into the PSA unit, or how much separation work was done in 
the PSA unit. Separation in PSA helped in saving cost in distillation process, however, 
when certain amount of separation was done in PSA, the requirement of cost in the 
compressors exceeded the saving in distillation. So the saving was negative when more 
mass was sent into the PSA unit. The runs with 0.7 atm low operating pressure cost more 
due to lager pressure ratio. The maximum saving was 1.19% which was obtained with 
438 K operating temperature, 1.0 atm low operating pressure and 0.65 SLPM feed flow 
rate to PSA. The saving was not as significant as that predicted in the “black box” PSA 
simulations, because the PSA performance was not so good due to the very low 
selectivity between propane and propylene on 4A zeolite. In the “black-box” PSA 
simulations, propane purity was assumed to be 95%. However, in the “actual” PSA 
simulations, propane purity was less than 82%. Apparently, the differences in the mass 
transfer rates in 4A zeolite were not enough to provide a good separation between these 
two species. Other commercial adsorbents are even worse. A better adsorbent is needed 
that exhibits better equilibrium and/or kinetic selectivities between these two very similar 
molecules coupled with more sophisticated PSA cycles.                  
4.5 Conclusions 
      In this work, a hybrid PSA-distillation system was introduced to replace the 
commercial distillation system for propane/propylene separation. A side stream was 
drawn from the distillation column and sent into a PSA unit. Then two product streams 
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from the PSA unit were sent back into the distillation column. In the first part of the 
simulation work, the PSA unit was considered as a black box, and its performance was 
assumed. Only distillation process was simulated by considering the product streams 
from PSA as two additional feeds to distillation. Different simulations were done by 
varying the feed flow rate ratio to PSA and distillation S/F with different PSA 
performances. Compression cost was calculated based on the assumption of the operating 
pressures in the PSA unit, and total operating cost for each case was calculated and 
compared with the traditional distillation process. Both PSA performance and feed flow 
rate ratio S/F had strong effect on the total operating cost of hybrid systems. The results 
show savings in partial condenser and reboiler, providing potential for expansion of 
distillation capacity. Significant saving in total operating cost could be achieved by 
applying these hybrid PSA-distillation systems with those assumptions. Then in the 
second part of the simulation work, “black-box” PSA processes were replaced with 
“actual” ones. PSA processes were simulated with real adsorbent properties, bed 
properties and operating conditions. 4A zeolite was the adsorbent and several simulations 
was done with different operating conditions, including temperature, low operating 
pressure and feed flow rate to PSA. Four runs with better performance were chosen to be 
applied in the hybrid system. Costs were calculated and compared with the traditional 
distillation. The low operating pressure in PSA determined the compression cost. The 
higher the low operating pressure was, the less compression cost was required. The total 
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operating cost saving was not as expected because the PSA performance was not as good 
as the assumptions in the “black-box” PSA simulations. Better performance would be 
achieved to save the cost if an adsorbent with better selectivities was used and/or more 
sophisticated PSA cycles were designed. 
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CHAPTER 5: MODELING OF HYBRID PSA-DISTILLATION PROCESS FOR 
PROPANE/PROPYLENE SEPARATION WITH HYPOTHETICAL ADSORBENT 
 
5.1 Summary 
      A hybrid PSA-distillation process has been designed to replace the traditional 
simple distillation process. Several PSA simulations were carried out with 4A zeolite as 
the adsorbent and the total operating cost was calculated to compare with the simple 
distillation process. The results showed that the maximum saving was less than 2% and 
the saving was negative for most cases. Thus a hypothetical adsorbent was proposed to 
replace the commercial adsorbents, which is silica gel particle coated with 4A zeolite 
powder. 4A zeolite forms a very thin film on the surface of the silica gel particle, so its 
working capacity is negligible. PSA processes were simulated with the hypothetical 
adsorbent to investigate the total operating cost and to compare with the reference. Much 
better performance was obtained and the maximum of 13.22% total operating cost was 
saved compared with the traditional distillation.  
5.2 Introduction 
      Propane/propylene separation is one of the most energy consuming chemical 
processes in industry, because of the low relative volatility and high reflux ratio in the 
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simple distillation process. Several pressure swing adsorption (PSA) processes have been 
developed in an attempt to replace the traditional process, Because PSA requires less 
energy. Several different adsorbents have been tested with these PSA processes, such as 
13X zeolite,
1-3
 4A zeolite,
4-11
 carbon molecular sieve,
12-14
 and silica gel.
15-17
 However, the 
performance of a single PSA unit is not comparable with the traditional distillation. This 
stems from it being difficult to produce two pure products from a single PSA process.  
      The objective of last chapter has been to develop a hybrid PSA-distillation 
process for propane/propylene separation. 4A zeolite was used as the adsorbent. 
Simulations were carried out with different operating temperature, pressures and different 
feed flow rates. The total operating cost, including the cost in the partial condenser, 
reboiler, compressors, product stream condensers and PSA heater, was calculated and 
compared with the reference case. To compete with traditional distillation, the energy 
required by adding a PSA unit must be less than the resulting energy reduction in the 
distillation unit. However, the results showed that the energy savings could not be 
achieved, since none of the aforementioned commercial adsorbents work well, even in a 
hybrid process. The goal of this chapter is to show via hybrid PSA-distillation process 
simulation that a hypothetical adsorbent that somehow combines the equilibrium 
properties of silica gel with the kinetic properties of 4A zeolite may work. 
5.3 Experiments and Modeling 
      The hybrid PSA-distillation configuration for propane/propylene separation was 
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introduced in the last chapter and the details were also explained. Figure 4.1 depicts both 
the traditional industrial distillation and hybrid PSA-distillation process for 
propane/propylene separation with 4A zeolite as the adsorbent. Figure 5.1 shows the 
hybrid system with the hypothetical adsorbent in the PSA process. In the hybrid process, 
a PSA unit was connected to the middle part of the distillation column. The feed to PSA 
was a gas phase side stream of the distillation column, and the two product streams were 
sent back to distillation at different trays according to their compositions. In the PSA unit, 
4A zeolite was used as the adsorbent, and simulations were done with different operating 
conditions. The distillation part of the hybrid process was simulated using Chemsep
TM
, so 
was the traditional distillation. The total operating cost, including the cost in the partial 
condenser, reboiler and compressors, was calculated to see if the hybrid process could 
achieve some saving compared to the traditional distillation. The results showed that the 
saving was not significant due to average performance in the PSA unit. Thus, a more 
efficient adsorbent rather than 4A zeolite is needed to improve PSA performance. As 
mentioned in the introduction, several commercial adsorbents have been tested for 
propane/propylene separation. However, all of them require a high operating pressure 
ratio in the PSA unit due to low selectivity or working capacity, which results in the high 
compression costs. For this purpose, a hypothetical adsorbent was introduced which 
comprises the desirable properties of two commercial adsorbents, i.e., the kinetics of 4A 
zeolite and the equilibrium isotherms of silica gel.  
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Figure 5.1 Hybrid PSA-distillation system for propane/propylene separation with the 
hypothetical adsorbent. x and y represents mole fraction of propylene in each stream. 
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      The isotherms of propane and propylene on silica gel (40 grade provided by 
Grace Davison) were measured in the lab using microbalance. The experiment system is 
shown in Figure 5.2. The MK2-M5 pressure head was provided by Precision. The sample 
was put in the left goblet in the bed and glass beads were put in the right goblet for the 
balance. The bed was generated under vacuum overnight using a turbo pump at the 
operating temperature. Helium was used as inert gas and sent into the bed through the 
valves TV-3 and V-3. Several weight points were recorded by the data acquisition system 
in the pressure range from 0 kPa to about 330 kPa. The results were used as base to 
calculate the isotherms. The bed was vacuumed again and the runs were repeated at the 
same temperature with the working gas pure propane or propylene which was sent into 
the bed through the valves TV-2 and V-2. The weight points were recorded and the 
corresponding loadings were calculated. The isotherms were taken at three different 
temperatures, 80 C°, 100 C° and 120 C°, respectively for propane and propylene. 
      The experimental data were fitted to the 2-P Langmuir model, which is given by 
Eqs. 1 and 2. 
      𝑞 =
𝑞𝑆𝐴𝑏𝐴𝑃
1+𝑏𝐴𝑃
+
𝑞𝑆𝐵𝑏𝐵𝑃
1+𝑏𝐵𝑃
  (1) 
      𝑏𝐴 = 𝑏0𝐴exp⁡(
Δ𝐻𝐴
𝑅𝑇
)  (2) 
where q is the equilibrium loading (mol/kg); qs is the saturation loading (mol/kg); b0 is 
the pre-exponential factor (1/kPa); ΔH is the isosteric heat of adsorption (kJ/mol). The 
values of these parameters are summarized in Table 5.1 and the results are shown in  
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Figure 5.2 Microbalance system for measuring the isotherms of propane and propylene 
on silica gel at different temperatures. 
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Table 5.1 Isotherm parameters for propane and propylene on silica gel. 
 
2-P Langmuir Isotherm Parameters  C3H8  C3H6 
qSA (mol/kg) 5.39 4.33 
qSB (mol/kg)  0.67
  
0.76 
b0A (1/kPa)  2.93×10
-7 
4.06×10
-7
 
b0B (1/kPa)  2.67×10
-7 
9.95×10
-8
 
ΔHA (kJ/mol) -21.11 -21.81 
ΔHB (kJ/mol)  -28.00 -33.33 
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Figure 5.3. The circles, squares and triangles are experimental data and the lines are 
results obtained by fitting the experimental data to the 2-P Langmuir model. As shown in 
the figure, there is no big difference between the equilibrium loadings of propane and 
propylene in silica gel, thus the selectivity is small. So silica gel alone is not ideal 
adsorbent for propane/propylene separation. 4A zeolite also has very small selectivity; 
but propylene molecule diffuses into 4A zeolite faster than propane molecule, and the 
kinetic property difference results in the separation. However, it has very small working 
capacity, as shown in Figure 4.2. So the bed needs to be vacuumed to regenerate the 
adsorbent, requiring much compression cost. A hypothetical adsorbent is silica gel 
particle coated with a very thin film of 4A zeolite and its simple structure is depicted in 
Figure 5.4. The theory is to use 4A zeolite film to control the diffusion of propane and 
propylene and to utilize the working capacity of silica gel. The adsorption in 4A silica gel 
is negligible since the thickness of the film is less than 10μ.  
      In the pressure region of interest (200-1000kPa), 4A zeolite has a small working 
capacity, so a PSA unit requires vacuum for regeneration and thus higher compression 
costs. In contrast, the modified SG has a much larger working capacity in this pressure 
range. As a result, a PSA unit requires a smaller operating pressure ratio thus reducing 
compression costs. In the PSA process simulations, the hypothetical adsorbent has the 
adsorption properties of silica gel and kinetic properties of 4A zeolites. The mass transfer 
coefficients are given by  
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Figure 5.3 Adsorption isotherms of propane and propylene on silica gel at different 
temperatures. Circles, squares and triangles represent experimental data, and lines 
represent fits to 2-P Langmuir model. 
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Figure 5.4 Structure of hypothetical adsorbent: silica gel particle coated with a film of 4A 
zeolite. Combination of silica gel’s working capacity and 4A zeolite’s kinetic property. 
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      𝐷𝑐 = 𝐷𝑐
0exp⁡(
−𝐸𝑎
𝑅𝑇
) (5) 
      𝑘 =
15𝐷𝑐
𝑟𝑐
2  (6) 
where Dc is the crystal diffusivity; Dc
0
 is the limiting diffusivity at high temperatures; Ea 
is the activation energy; rc is the crystal radius.        
      The PSA cycle used in the hybrid process is shown in Figure 5.5, which is a 5-bed 
8-step cycle. The steps are feed (F), cocurrent depressurization (CoD), equalization one 
and two (EQ1 and EQ2), countercurrent depressurization (CnD) and light product 
pressurization (LPP). During F step, the high pressure flow was sent into the bed, and a 
downstream was coming out of the bed at the same time to keep the bed pressure constant. 
Then during CoD step, the valve at the feed end was closed and the bed was 
depressurized from the other end to a certain pressure. Light product was produced from 
the downstreams of F. Next, the bed was connected with low pressure beds at the light 
end to equalized the pressure twice, followed by CnD step from which heavy product was 
produced and the bed was depressurized through the heavy end to the low operating 
pressure. After equalized with high pressure beds, the bed was pressurized through the 
light end with some light product to the high operating pressure. The feed to the PSA unit 
was a vapor phase side stream of distillation containing 75 mol% propylene, and was at 
the high operating pressure. The high operating pressure was 10 atm and the low 
operating pressure was 2 atm, which was the pressure of the heavy product. Different 
operating temperatures, CoD end pressures and feed flow rates were investigated with 
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Figure 5.5 5-bed 8-step cycle schematic and schedule for propane propylene separation. F: 
feed step; EQ: equalization step; CoD: concurrent depressurization step; CnD: 
countercurrent depressurization step; LR: light reflux step; I: idle step; LPP: light product 
pressurization step. 
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12 PSA process simulations with silica gel as the adsorbent. The bed property, silica gel 
adsorbent property and operating conditions are summarized in Table 5.2. And 6 more 
simulations with 4A zeolite as the adsorbent were carried out as references. The 
adsorbent property is summarized in Table 4.1 in Chapter 4. The operating pressure in 
distillation was 14.4 atm, thus two compressors were used between the distillation 
column and the PSA unit. One was for compressing the heavy product stream from CnD 
from 2 to 14.4 atm, and the other was for compressing the light product steam from 10 to 
14.4 atm. Another compressor was used to compress the downstream from CoD from the 
CoD end pressure to the pressure of the first part of LPP.  
      After getting the results from PSA simulations, the distillation process of the 
hybrid system was simulated using Chemsep
TM
 by considering the feed to PSA as a side 
stream and the product streams from PSA as two additional feed streams to the 
distillation column. The flow rates and compositions of these two additional feeds were 
obtained from the PSA simulation results. The flow rate of the side stream was 
determined by the feed flow rate ratio to PSA and distillation S/F, which represented the 
mass taken from distillation and sent to PSA, and also represented how much separation 
work was done by the PSA unit. The flow rate ratio S/F ranged from 0.1 to 0.5. Five 
distillation simulations were done respectively with each PSA simulation. Partial 
condenser and reboiler duties were obtained from distillation simulations and converted 
to operating cost according to the steam and cooling water prices in Table 2.3.  
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Table 5.2 PSA process simulation parameters and conditions used in the DAPS 
 
Bed Properties 
length, Z (m)  0.87 
outer radius, ro (m)  0.0106 
inner radius, ri (m)  0.0105 
porosity, εb  0.41 
Wall Properties 
density, ρw (kg/m
3 
)   8238 
thermal capacity, Cw (kJ/kg/K)   0.5 
heat transfer coefficient, h (kW/m
2
/K)   0 (adiabatic) 
temperature, Tw (K)  353.15 or 393.15 
Operating Conditions 
feed temperature, TPSA (K) 353.15 or 393.15 
high pressure, PH (atm)  10 
low pressure, PL (atm)  2 
CoD end pressure, PCoD (kPa)   500 or 600 
feed flow rate FPSA (SLPM)  0.04;0.05;0.06 
mole fraction of propylene in feed, yS 0.75 
Silica Gel Adsorbent Properties 
silica gel pellet radius, rp (m)  0.0012 
density, ρp (kg/m
3 
) 1260 
 
porosity, εp  0.4 
thermal capacity, Cp (kJ/kg/K)  1.13  
4A Zeolite Kinetic Properties               C3H8 C3H6 
activation energy, Ea (kJ/mol)  23.67 15.61 
limiting diffusivity, Dc
0
(m
2
/s)  2.26×10
-15 
4.66×10
-14
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      The compression duty was calculated from Eq. 7.
             
 𝑄𝐶 =
𝛾
𝛾−1
𝑅𝑇 [(
𝑃𝐻
𝑃𝐿
)
𝛾
𝛾−1
− 1]
1
𝜂
?̇?                     (7) 
where γ is the isentropic constant, which is 1.4; η = 0.8, which is the efficiency of the 
compressors; n is the flow rate of a stream, mol/s; and T is the absolute temperature of a 
stream. Electricity was assumed to be used in the compressors and the compression cost 
was calculated. The total operating cost was calculated by adding all the costs, however, 
the cost for heating and cooling the streams between distillation and PSA was not 
included, because heat integration is usually used in industry to save energy. Then the 
operating cost of the hybrid process was compared to that of the traditional distillation to 
study the potential of cost saving.  
5.4 Results and Discussion 
       The simulation results are summarized in Table 5.3. Figure 5.6a shows the recovery 
and purity of propylene, and Figure 5.6b shows the recovery and purity of propane of all 
the simulations. The arrows at the bottom of the figures represent the direction of feed flow 
rate increasing (from 0.04 to 0.06 SLPM). The four curves in the upper right corner 
represent the results with the hypothetical adsorbent and the other two curves at the bottom 
represent the results with 4A zeolite. Larger feed flow rates and higher temperatures 
resulted in higher purity propylene, but lower propylene recovery. Reducing the CoD end 
pressure resulted in significant improvement in propylene purity while sacrificing some of  
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Table 5.3 PSA performance for propane/propylene separation with different operating 
conditions. Run 1-12: hypothetical adsorbent; Run 13-18: 4A zeolite. 
 
 Operating Conditions  Propylene (C3H6)  Propane (C3H8) 
 Run  TPSA  PCoD  FPSA  Recovery  Purity  Recovery  Purity 
 No.  (K)  (kPa)  (SLPM)  (%) (%) (%) (%) 
 1  353.15  600  0.04  98.80 84.76 47.73 91.71 
 2  353.15  600  0.05  98.22 88.59 62.41 91.51 
 3  353.15  600  0.06  94.90 92.26 76.81 81.64 
 4  353.15  500  0.04  98.77 86.18 52.38 93.66 
 5  353.15   500 0.05  94.07 93.10 79.51 79.22 
 6  353.15   500 0.06  89.29 95.94 88.41 70.45 
 7  393.15  600  0.04  98.77 86.18 52.38 93.66 
 8  393.15  600  0.05  97.25 90.67 70.31 88.59 
 9  393.15  600  0.06  94.30 94.05 82.74 81.19 
 10  393.15  500  0.04  96.98 90.77 70.27 87.53
 11  393.15   500 0.05  93.96 94.81 84.84 80.32 
 12  393.15   500 0.06  88.08 97.30 92.53 70.33 
 13(4A)  353.15  600  0.04  57.50 78.38 52.47 32.64 
 14(4A)   353.15  600  0.05  46.37 78.40 61.54 28.12 
 15(4A)   353.15  600  0.06  38.55 78.35 68.31 26.45 
 16(4A)   393.15  600  0.04  67.92 83.29 58.94 39.27 
 17(4A)   393.15  600  0.05  55.04 83.31 66.80 32.63 
 18(4A)   393.15  600  0.06  46.08 83.32 72.33 29.25 
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Figure 5.6 PSA simulation results with 4A zeolite and hypothetical adsorbent at different 
operating conditions. 
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its recovery. It is obvious that the simulations with the hypothetical silica gel resulted in 
much better performances than 4A zeolite, and the points close to the top right corner are 
the best ones. Three of the best results, which are italicized in Table 5.3, were selected for 
the hybrid PSA-distillation system. Another two cases with 4A zeolite as the adsorbent 
were selected to be as the references to be compared with the hypothetical adsorbent cases.  
      Twenty five distillation simulations, five for each PSA simulation, were carried 
out to get the duties in the partial condenser and reboiler, and the costs are shown in 
Figure 5.7. The x axil is the value of S/F and the zero point is for the reference case 
which is simple distillation. A larger value of S/F means that more separation is done by 
the PSA unit, which reduced the partial condenser and reboiler costs in the distillation 
unit. Operating temperature, CoD end pressure and PSA feed flow rate did not affect 
these costs in the cases with the hypothetical adsorbent. Not much cost difference was 
observed between the reference case and the cases with 4A zeolite as the adsorbent. 
Figure 5.8 shows the compression costs of the hybrid PSA-distillation processes with the 
hypothetical adsorbent and 4A zeolite as the adsorbent. Larger values of S/F required 
more costs because more mass was needed to be compressed. There were only minimal 
effects of the PSA operating conditions on these costs. No compression cost was required 
in the reference case which was shown as the zero point in the figure.  
      All these costs were combined and compared to the reference case in terms of the 
total operating cost savings. The results are shown in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.9a shows the 
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Figure 5.7 Partial condenser and reboiler costs of the hybrid PSA-distillation processes 
with hypothetical adsorbent or 4A zeolite as the adsorbent.  
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Figure 5.8 Compression costs of the hybrid PSA-distillation processes with hypothetical 
adsorbent or 4A zeolite as the adsorbent. 
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Figure 5.9 Total operating cost savings compared to the commercial distillation system 
for propane/propylene separation. a) cost savings in the cases with hypothetical adsorbent; 
b) cost savings in the cases with 4A zeolite as the adsorbent. 
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cost saving for the cases with hypothetical adsorbent in the PSA unit. The maximum 
saving was 9.53% at 393.15 K, 500 kPa CoD end pressure and 0.05 SLPM PSA feed flow 
rate with hypothetical adsorbent in the PSA unit. The cost savings increased with larger 
S/F value. Figure 5.9b shows the cost saving for the cases with 4A zeolite as the 
adsorbent in the PSA unit. The cost savings were little and even negative for most cases 
due to bad PSA performance.  
5.5 Conclusion 
      A hypothetical adsorbent, which is silica gel particle coated with a thin film of 4A 
zeolite, was proposed and tested by simulating the PSA process. The isotherm of the 
hypothetical adsorbent was predicted from the silica gel experimental data and the mass 
transfer coefficients relations of 4A zeolite were used in the simulation. PSA simulations 
were done under different operating conditions, such as operating temperature, CoD end 
pressure and feed flow rate. Both hypothetical adsorbent and 4A zeolite was used in the 
simulations to compare the performance. The results showed that better PSA performance 
could be obtained with the hypothetical adsorbent. Also, because of the bigger working 
capacity of the hypothetical adsorbent than 4A zeolite, a smaller operating pressure ratio 
was used in the simulations compared to the ones in Chapter 4. Thus less compression 
cost was required. The PSA processes with the best performance were chosen to connect 
with a distillation column to build a hybrid system, and the distillation processes were 
simulated with different feed flow rate ratios to PSA and distillation. Two cases with 4A 
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zeolite as the adsorbent were also simulated to compare with the hypothetical adsorbent 
cases. The costs in the partial condenser, reboiler of distillation and compressors were 
calculated for all the hybrid systems with the selected PSA processes. The total operating 
cost was compared with the reference which is the commercial distillation and the results 
showed that this hypothetical adsorbent appears to do the job that commercial silica gel, 
4A zeolite, 13X zeolite and carbon molecular sieve could not do. When combined with an 
efficient PSA cycle, this hypothetical adsorbent can be used in a PSA-distillation process 
to reduce energy costs by about 10%.  
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